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ABSTRACT 

 
 

SHANICE JONES CAMERON. Woke AF: Black feminism and The Read.  (Under the 
direction of DR. RICHARD LEEMAN) 

 
 

 The purpose of this study is to analyze how Crissle West and Kid Fury use humor 

and African American discourse to discuss Black feminism on the weekly comedy 

podcast, The Read. I argue that West and Fury discuss Black feminism with respect to the 

following themes: a) Black women’s lived experiences at the intersection of race and 

gender, b) interrogation of patriarchy within Black heterosexual relationships, and c) 

deconstruction of heteronormativity to prompt their audience to question hegemonic 

discourse. The overwhelming majority of audience responses were consonant with the 

hosts’ discourse. The implications of using social media channels, such as podcasts, to 

engage a new generation of activists are also discussed.  
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

 On March 4, 2013 The Read podcast, hosted by Crissle West and Kid Fury, 

debuted on The Loud Speakers Network. Owned by Christopher Morrow, The Loud 

Speakers Network produces a range of “multicultural podcasts,” with The Read being its 

most popular program (Riissmandel, 2015a). The Read boasts a subscriber count of over 

150,000 people on iTunes, and each episode averages over 250,000 plays (Fury, 2016a). 

West and Fury use vulgar language and reject respectability politics, which is defined as 

“psychological allegiance to temperance, industriousness, thrift, refined manners, and 

Victorian sexual morals (Higginbotham, 1993, p. 14),” in favor of personal freedom and 

unnegotiable humanity. The hosts also promote progressive ideologies while discussing 

topics such as African American culture, relationships, sexuality, racism, and social 

justice. Subsequently, The Read has become one of the most popular podcasts among 

Black millennials, who now number over 11.6 million in the U.S. alone and represent a 

significant portion of the 67 million active podcast listeners in the United States (“The 11 

Critical Podcast Statistics,” 2017). The show has earned numerous accolades including 

features on iTunes’ Best of 2013 list and iTunes Editor’s Choice in 2014 (Riismandel, 

2015b). West and Fury also host The Read Live, which is a live version of the podcast 

that frequently sells out in various cities across the United States and internationally 

(Lopez, 2013).  

 Prior to hosting The Read, Fury began building his online brand in 2006 when he 

owned an urban entertainment and news blog called The Fury (Fury, 2016a). In 2009, 

Fury started a YouTube channel entitled Kid Fury TV (Fury, 2016a). The channel 

amassed over 123,000 subscribers and over 17 million views (Fury, 2016b). After 
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moving to New York City, Christopher Morrow of the Loud Speakers network contacted 

Fury about starting a podcast (Living Civil, 2017). Fury agreed on the condition that 

West, a friend he met on Twitter several years prior and who had already built a 

substantial social media following on the platform, could host the podcast with him 

(Living Civil, 2017). 

 The Read is comprised of four segments: a) “Black Excellence,” b) “Hot Topics,” 

c) “Listener Letters,” and d) “The Read.” The hosts begin each episode with “Black 

Excellence”. This segment highlights noteworthy accomplishments of Black/African 

Americans in areas such as entertainment, education, athletics, activism, and charity. 

Second, “Hot Topics,” which is also known as “Sick Sad World,” “Shade in Full,” “Bitch 

You Guessed It!” and “Hot Tops,” is the popular culture segment of the show. While the 

hosts do not limit their popular culture discussions to Black celebrities, they focus 

primarily on stories from popular African American entertainment blogs. West and Fury 

frequently discuss celebrities such as Beyoncé, whom they unabashedly support and 

idolize, Rihanna, Chris Brown and reality television stars from shows such as Love & Hip 

Hop and The Real Housewives of Atlanta. “Listener Letters” is the third segment of the 

show during which the hosts answer emails from show listeners. Listeners most 

commonly request advice on topics such as relationships and racist encounters.  

 Finally, “The Read” is the last segment of the show. A “read” is a slang term that 

means to harshly and honestly criticize someone or something (Darren, 2004; The Read, 

n.d.). It is significant that this segment and the podcast are named after a term that is 

specific to the African American gay community because this centers the hosts’ 

intersectional identities. A “read” can be examined as a term that intersects with Black 
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Vernacular and Queer Vernacular discourses. Vernacular discourses are unique to an 

oppressed community, and while some members of the marginalized community may 

dismiss vernacular discourses because they challenge respectability politics and violate 

dominant rhetorical norms, rhetors often use vernaculars to establish power and mobilize 

a marginalized group (Ono & Sloop, 1995; Brooks, 2011). Farred (2003) posited that 

vernacularity “marks that sociopolitical occasion when the conventional intellectual 

speaks less as a product of a hegemonic cultural-economic system than as a thinker 

capable of translating the disenfranchised experience of subjugation as an oppositional, 

ideologically recognizable, vernacularized discourse (p. 11).” This assertion of agency 

and elevation of vernacular language may be particularly powerful because it can engage 

individuals who have typically been barred from formal political discourses, can recast a 

group’s identity, and can appeal to a popular audience (e.g. working and middle-class 

individuals) rather than an official audience (e.g. politicians) (Corrigan, 2016). 

Vernaculars also create conflicting narratives that inherently destabilize dominant 

conceptions of truth and reality (Corrigan, 2016). For example, hegemonic beauty 

standards portray phenotypically African features (e.g. full-figured body types, broad 

noses, dark skin, and kinky hair) as ugly and unattractive (Aduonum, 2004; Collins, 

2000). Without vernacular discourses, these narrow templates of beauty would be left 

completely unchallenged. However, contemporary social movements, such as the Natural 

Hair Movement, challenge dominant beauty standards in order to promote self-esteem 

and self-worth among Black women and girls (Ellington, 2015). By providing an 

alternative to dominant narratives, vernacular discourses may enhance marginalized 

individuals’ self-perception. This is salient to an analysis of The Read because critical 
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examinations of vernacular discourses indicate that scholarly explorations of how these 

messages impact the local communities is warranted (Ono & Sloop, 1995). In other 

words, West and Fury’s employment of vernacular discourse is fundamental to 

understanding the “read” segment, and by extension the podcast, which is indicative of 

West and Fury’s assertion of their multifaceted identities. The hosts’ use of vernacular 

discourse may make their didactic Black feminist messages more accessible and 

engaging, and in turn, elicit consonant audience responses. 

The hosts “read” people from their everyday lives, but they also frequently deride 

mainstream media outlets for biased coverage as well as any public figure whom the 

hosts deem to be homophobic, misogynistic, classist, or racist. An example of a "read" 

can be drawn from the October 8, 2015 episode entitled “Seattle.” Regarding men who 

were critical of Slut Walks, West stated: 

Stop trying to justify the rape and start saying, hey men keep your dicks to 
yourselves and don’t stick them in places where ain’t nobody ask you to stick 
them…You don’t get to use and abuse women…. and make them feel like terrible 
fucking people for just being sexual. The thing that confuses me about straight 
men is you don’t want women to be hoes, but you want them to fuck!” (West & 
Fury, 2015). 
  

This quotation illustrates West and Fury’s employment of African American discourse 

and their refusal to conform to respectable discursive norms. Both hosts proudly assert 

their Black American identity, which seems to appeal to their largely African American 

millennial audience. In addition to affirming their Black identity, the hosts are open about 

their sexuality. West identifies as a queer woman, and Fury is a gay man. These identities 

are most apparent when the hosts discuss issues of gender, sexuality, and race. The hosts 

often discuss social justice topics in a manner that aligns with themes of Black feminism. 
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Inherent in their pro-Black feminist discussions is the notion that even the most 

rambunctious, vulgar, and disreputable African Americans are worthy of equality simply 

because they are human beings.  

 West and Fury represent a generation of socially conscious Black American 

millennials who are passionate about African American culture, proud of their identities, 

and resist verbal and behavioral standards that some Black Americans might conform to 

in order to appeal to Black Americans who support respectability politics and White 

Americans. Recent trends suggest that Black millennials may be resistant to the politics 

of respectability (Bennett, 2015; Gill, 2015; Starkey, n.d.). Some African American 

millennials point to incidents of police brutality against Black college students and the 

persistence of institutional racism, despite the fact that there are a growing number of 

African American professionals, as indicators that respectability politics simply stifles 

and polices Black expression rather than protect Black/African Americans from systemic 

violence and disenfranchisement (Bennett, 2015). Notably, West and Fury’s rhetoric 

simultaneously challenges internal and external forms of marginalization and silencing. 

 The popularity of The Read as well as West and Fury’s frank discussions of 

inequality and hegemonic discourse makes the podcast an exemplary artifact for better 

understanding African American culture and social media activism, particularly among 

Black/African American millennials. Some Black American millennials posit that the 

dominant society ignores and dismisses issues that plague African Americans (Apugo, 

2017). Consequently, Black/African American millennials may rely on intraracial 

communication to express themselves openly, affirm their Black identity, and promote 

emotional support (Apugo, 2017). Listening to podcasts like The Read may allow 
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Black/African Americans to participate in virtual communities that allow them to explore 

their shared experiences. 

 Furthermore, The Read suggests that Black millennial and social activists like 

West and Fury, who have inherited a long history of disenfranchisement and structural 

racism, have turned to Black feminist discourse, as told in the Black vernacular and 

through digital media, in order to give voice to their frustrations and aspirations. Digital 

media platforms like podcasts have a lower barrier to entry, so marginalized individuals 

like West and Fury can use these platforms to communicate with large audiences (Mann, 

2014). Podcasts, in particular, provide unique benefits to marginalized people due to the 

medium’s radio-like qualities that encourage cultural performances and the use of 

vernacular discourse (Florini, 2015; Mann, 2014). Since West and Fury distribute Black 

feminist messages on a radio-like platform and use cultural specific discourse, i.e. the 

Black vernacular, their audience may be more likely to consume and internalize these 

Black feminist messages.  

West and Fury’s comedic discourse may also function as a form of public 

pedagogy. The public pedagogical perspective discusses popular culture as an 

educational space, which opposing entities attempt to manipulate in order to frame 

identities and shape public discourse (Hall, 1997). Critical public pedagogy challenges 

dominant public pedagogy and elucidates hegemonic structures in order to encourage 

public consciousness (Rossing, 2016). Using a critical pedagogical lens, Rossing (2016) 

analyzed racial humor in late night talk shows and stand-up comedy routines. He 

postulated that emancipatory racial humor: a) exposes the oppressive nature of dominant 

discourse, b) challenges hegemony by providing a platform for counter narratives to 
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reach an intended audience, and c) craftily questions commonly accepted beliefs about 

race (Rossing, 2016). The above findings are central to my analysis because, like the 

comedy routines Rossing (2016) examined, West and Fury also use emancipatory racial 

humor to undermine dominant ideas about race. But, Rossing (2016) failed to examine 

how humor can be used to challenge dominant beliefs about other intersectional 

identities. I will extend Rossing’s (2016) work and examine how West and Fury use 

comedy to challenge hegemonic discourse about gender and sexuality in addition to race. 

This study will analyze The Read textually. In order to do so, the literature on Black 

feminism, African American social media activism, and African American discourse 

must first be examined. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW 

 The Read represents a significant cultural and political moment among Black 

millennials. West and Fury use Black feminism, which is a progressive ideology intended 

to empower Black women and conceptualize their marginalization, to challenge the 

centrality of White womanhood, patriarchy, and heteronormativity. Like many other 

Black American activists, West and Fury use digital platforms to reach their audience and 

promote progressive ideologies. Their messages are persuasive because the hosts employ 

cultural elements of African American discourse (e.g. African American Vernacular 

English and African American colloquialisms). Black feminism, African American social 

media activists, and African American discourse are integral to understanding the cultural 

and political implications of The Read. 

2.1. Black Feminism and Intersectionality 

 Since its inception, feminism centered on White women and simultaneously 

disregarded and silenced women of other races and cultural backgrounds. All women 

have faced varying degrees of oppression in the United States, but White women 

dominated their Black counterparts dating back to slavery when White women were 

mistresses to enslaved African women (Collins, 2000; hooks, 1981). When White women 

began fighting for women’s rights, they continued to disempower African American 

women (hooks, 1981). Nineteenth century women’s rights activists such as Elizabeth 

Cady Stanton appropriated the abolitionist movement to advance their cause and 

advocated for the prioritization of racial hierarchy, as opposed to gender hierarchy, to 

privilege White women over Black men (hooks, 1981). As an example, 19th century 

White female activists appeared to show solidarity with enslaved African Americans 
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when they drew parallels between sexism and slavery (hooks, 1981). However, when it 

appeared that Black men would be granted the right to vote before White women, many 

White suffragists argued that White men should allow White women to vote instead of 

Black men because doing so would ensure the continuation of White supremacy (hooks, 

1981).   

 Additionally, 19th century White feminists vehemently opposed uniting with 

Black women and protested African American female activists speaking at their 

conventions (hooks, 1981). White women did not want to associate with African 

American women because they considered Black women “impure” based on racist and 

sexist stereotypes (hooks, 1981). These activists argued that associating with Black 

women would compromise their social standing (hooks, 1981). The divide continued 

throughout the 20th century as Black women and White women set distinctive political 

agendas (Marbley, 2005; McGuire, 2012). White women continued to demonstrate their 

commitment to White supremacy and prioritized industrial reform (hooks, 1981; 

McGuire, 2012). Meanwhile, Black women sought to end lynching and fought for voting 

rights (McGuire, 2012). White feminists promoted “sisterhood” and female “solidarity,” 

all the while ignoring the tensions between themselves and Black women (hooks, 1981). 

College educated White women also founded women’s studies departments and wrote 

books that centered White American women while contemplating if racism was a worthy 

feminist cause (hooks, 1981). The schism between Black American women and White 

American women continued and stunted the late-20th century women’s liberation 

movement, as many Black women felt excluded from third-wave feminism (Marbley, 

2005).  
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 Due to the problematic and exclusionary history of White women’s liberation 

movements in the United States, some scholars have recognized the necessity of 

expanding the definition and understanding of feminism. Feminist scholars also 

recognize the need to prioritize their study of marginalized voices and acknowledge the 

experiences and contributions of women of color and their ability to be effective agents 

of change (Mann, 2014). Black women have long contributed to the advancement of 

social justice efforts, although their contributions are often overlooked. Tenets of Black 

feminism challenge the negative discourse surrounding Black womanhood, female 

sexuality, and respectability politics (Collins, 2000; Collins, 2005).  

Collins (2000) summarized the seven core themes of Black Feminist Thought. 

The first theme focuses on African American women’s subjugation and exploitation 

within the United States labor force and domestic life (Collins, 2000). The second tenet 

emphasizes the necessity of combating the controlling images of Black womanhood (e.g. 

mammies, jezebels, matriarchs) (Collins, 2000). Self-definition, the third theme of Black 

Feminist Thought, highlights the necessity of Black women regulating their own 

narratives and creating identities intended to inspire and empower other African 

American women (Collins, 2000).  

Fourth, Black Feminist Thought calls for an examination of how the relationship 

between power and sexuality impacts Black womanhood (Collins, 2000). An important 

implication of this theme is that heteronormativity castigates all other sexual orientations 

as deviant (Collins, 2000; Collins, 2005). This binary view of sexuality reinforces sexual 

regulation (e.g. normal versus abnormal) and sexualized racism (e.g. notions that Black 

men are rapists and Black women are jezebels) (Collins, 2000).  
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 A fifth theme of Black feminism calls for the examination of how constructions of 

Black sexuality influence African American women’s platonic and romantic relationships 

(Collins, 2000). Self-defined analysis of Black motherhood, the sixth theme, calls for 

deference to biological or adopted Black mothers while resisting damaging stereotypes 

(e.g. mammies, welfare queen, the matriarch) (Collins, 2000). Finally, the seventh theme 

emphasizes the reconceptualization of Black women’s activism, which encompasses 

Black female resistance outside of the narrow frame of political activism (Collins, 2000). 

Black feminist activism comprises actions that contribute to the group survival of Black 

women within oppressive systems. This includes building influential platforms to 

promote Black consciousness and challenging social structures that necessitate Black 

female subordination (Collins, 2000).  Podcasts and social media, as exemplified by The 

Read, may be one such platform, especially for Black millennial women and men. 

 Black feminism also highlights the importance of targeting intersecting 

oppressions (Collins, 2000; Crenshaw, 1989). Coined by Crenshaw (1989), 

intersectionality was originally used to describe the experience of African American 

women, who live at the intersections of race and gender, under the discriminatory United 

States legal system. However, scholarship on intersectionality has increased 

exponentially, and the theory was extended to describe intersections of class, sexuality, 

age, disability, and citizenship in addition to race and gender (Carbado, Crenshaw, Mays, 

& Tomilson, 2013; Collins, 2005; Lindsay, 2015; Strolovitch, 2012). Again, on the 

surface The Read appears to highlight the intersectionality of race, sexuality and gender, 

but a close examination of its text may reveal additional intersections and provide an 

opportunity to analyze how these various intersections cohere in this discourse. 
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 Three core themes guide the intersectionality perspective (Levon, 2015). The first 

tenet speaks to the lived experience of those who embody intersecting oppressions 

(Crenshaw, 1989; Levon, 2015). Next, the second tenet is the idea that intersections are 

“dynamic” and will appear in different variations within society (Levon, 2015). For 

example, the structures that marginalize a poor, Black, transgender woman in a rural area 

will differ from the structures that constrain a poor, Black, transgender woman in an 

urban area. In other words, oppression is contextual and not a universal condition. 

Finally, the third tenet asserts that oppressions are “mutually constituted” and only exist 

in relation to each other (e.g. racism exists because sexism exists) (Levon, 2015).  

 A fundamental goal of intersectionality is to ensure that conversations 

surrounding oppression are not singular (Collins, 2005). For scholars of intersectionality, 

it is not as productive to discuss state sanctioned violence against African American men 

without acknowledging that Latinos and working-class White men may be victims of the 

same type of violence (Collins, 2005). Similarly, violence against African American 

women does not happen in a vacuum (Collins, 2005). As global citizens, acts of violence 

in the United States parallel violence against women across the world (Collins, 2005). 

Employing an intersectional lens reveals opportunities to form alliances with individuals 

who are targeted and disempowered by these mutually constituted forces (Collins, 2005). 

The Read should be examined for whether and how these alliances are formed in a 

podcast targeting Black millennials. 

In addition to recognizing the need to expand feminism to include women of 

color, scholars also cite the importance of using public feminist scholarship to engage a 

new generation of activists. Vernacular discourse may be a useful tool for scholars and 
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activists who aim to make feminism more intersectional. Since vernacular discourse 

represents the dismissal of hegemonic standards, which are fundamentally rigid and 

narrow (Farred, 2003), employing vernacular discourse may simultaneously engage those 

with intersectional identities. For example, White feminist scholars and activists may 

invite more racial minorities to join women’s liberation movements if they openly 

deconstruct White supremacy. Vernacular discourse can be widely communicated 

through social media platforms, which are vital to advancing feminist causes.  

The combination of vernacular discourse and social media may represent a 

growing area of opportunity for women of color to advance intersectional feminism. 

According to Mann (2014), African American female content creators use social media at 

higher rates and use these mediums to propagate intersectional feminist ideals. Her study 

analyzing what feminist scholars can learn from new media revealed that unlike 

traditional mass media outlets, which historically silenced and censored Black women, 

digital media allows African American women to participate in mass and incorporate oral 

cultural elements on these platforms (Mann, 2014). Since social media platforms have a 

lower barrier to entry and fewer constraints than traditional media outlets, Black women 

can use these mediums to infiltrate mainstream platforms (Jackson, 2016; Tiffe & 

Hoffmann, 2017; Williams & Gonlin, 2017). This is a notable phenomenon because 

African American women can use social media to ignite critical conversations about their 

experiences despite holding little institutional power (Jackson, 2016).  

Cooper, Morris, and Boylorn (2017) represent one of the most prominent 

examples of the convergence of social media and intersectional feminism. Focusing on 

building a community of engaged scholars-activists, the authors use their blog, The Crunk 
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Feminist Collective, to promote intersectional feminist ideals through their discussion of 

topics such as intragroup patriarchy among Black/African Americans and the experiences 

of queer and straight feminists of color within the hip-hop generation (Cooper, Morris, & 

Boylorn, 2017). Their candid critiques of intraracial patriarchy have elucidated power 

inequities between Black men and Black women and have highlighted intracultural 

oppression based on sexuality. Although Cooper, Morris, and Boylorn (2017) challenge 

constructions of Blackness that privilege Black/African American men at the expense of 

Black/African American women, they also call for their audience to challenge White 

supremacy and describe the challenges associated with being women of color, queer and 

straight, who must navigate daily micro-aggressions and discrimination within the 

dominant society. Cooper, Morris, and Boylorn’s (2017) employment of profanity and 

Black colloquialisms when discussing oppressive constructions of race, gender, and 

sexuality, has helped define contemporary intersectional feminism and offers new 

opportunities for engaging individuals with both activism and scholarship.  

Similar to conventional blogs, microblogging websites such as Twitter are 

particularly useful mediums for Black feminists because these platforms allow for 

linguistic cultural performances and wordplay (Mann, 2014), which invites other users to 

spread these pro-feminist messages. While Black women have used blogging websites, 

micro and conventional, to challenge stereotypes and undermine hegemonic structures 

(Cooper, Morris, & Boylorn, 2017; Gabriel, 2016), podcasting is perhaps the most 

dynamic medium for engaging a new generation of activists. Podcast hosts, of any gender 

and race, who are more authentic tend to be more successful (Tiffe & Hoffman, 2017). 
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Because of this, African Americans who incorporate authentic cultural performances can 

expect to attract and retain larger audiences. 

 Although the purpose of The Read is to entertain, the political implications of the 

podcast are vital. Black feminist messages appear to be inherent in the casual and often 

comedic discursive exchanges between West and Fury. The hosts seem to use Black 

feminist discourse to awaken their audience’s Black consciousness and simultaneously 

challenge the dominant discourse that undermines the validity of Black experiences and 

the value of Black lives. West and Fury’s call to affirm every Black person’s humanity, 

despite oppressive structures that deny African Americans the full benefits of citizenship, 

cannot be realized without understanding the Black feminist messages that are implicit 

through their discourse. Failing to understand Black feminist messages on The Read 

would also dismiss West’s intersectional experience as a Black queer woman and Fury’s 

intersectional experience as a Black, gay male ally. Examining Black feminism on The 

Read should expand Black feminist scholarship and provide insight into how a new 

generation of feminist activists may use social media to promote this progressive 

ideology. 

2.2. Black Americans and Social Media Activism 

 Not only has social media become an important tool for Black feminists, but 

recent scholarship also emphasizes the significance of digital platforms for all African 

American activists. Black American activists from across the spectrum use social media 

to gain rhetorical visibility and challenge mainstream ideas about Black life and culture. 

African Americans often use social media (e.g blogs and Twitter) to provide a counter 

narrative to the hegemonic discourse that silences, marginalizes, and dehumanizes them 
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(Barnes & Nwosu, 2014; Bonilla & Rosa, 2015; Browne, Deckard, & Rodriguez, 2016; 

Jackson & Welles, 2015; Quinlan, Bates, & Webb, 2012; Payton & Kvansky, 2012; 

Prasad, 2016). These counter narratives place recent injustices against Black Americans 

in larger historical contexts, challenge post racialism, and contest damaging depictions of 

Blackness. Like other marginalized groups, Black Americans use counter narratives to 

alter their damaged identities that the dominant society has shaped (Nelson, 2001). These 

counter narratives can be empowering forms of resistance (Collins, 2000; Nelson, 2001).  

 For instance, the discourse surrounding 18-year-old Michael Brown’s execution 

exemplifies how African Americans used Twitter to construct counter narratives and 

illustrate mainstream biases. Darren Wilson, a White police officer, shot and killed 

Michael Brown in Ferguson, Missouri in 2015 (Bonilla & Rosa, 2015; Prasad, 2016). 

Many Black Americans took to Twitter and berated the mainstream media for choosing 

to display a threatening image of Brown and for mentioning his unrelated criminal record 

in order to depict him as a dangerous thug who was responsible for his own public 

execution (Bonilla & Rosa, 2015; Prasad, 2016). In response to the biased media 

reporting, African Americans on Twitter created the hashtags #IfTheyGunnedMeDown, 

#NoAngel, #AliveWhileBlack, and #HandsUpDontShoot (Bonilla & Rosa, 2015; Prasad, 

2016). The hashtags served two purposes. One, the hashtags humanized Brown and 

offered a counter narrative to the media’s story that Michael Brown was a vicious 

criminal who provoked a police officer (Bonilla & Rosa, 2015; Prasad, 2016). Two, the 

hashtags undermined the mainstream media’s credibility when reporting on African 

American victims (Bonilla & Rosa, 2015; Prasad, 2016). Hashtags are integral 
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components of social media activism because these signifiers amplify Black voices and 

simultaneously invite others to join and spread these conversations.  

 While the counter discourse surrounding Michael Brown’s execution was literal, 

African Americans have also utilized discursive strategies such as satire and outrage to 

highlight injustices (Jackson & Welles, 2015). For example, the New York Police 

Department (NYPD) launched a public relations campaign on Twitter utilizing the 

hashtag #myNYPD and encouraged citizens to post images of themselves with police 

officers (Jackson & Welles, 2015). Like many other police departments across the United 

States, the NYPD has had a turbulent relationship with people of color, particularly 

African Americans, with significant evidence of racial profiling and numerous incidents 

of police brutality (Bolton, 2011; Hutto & Green, 2016; Sewell & Jefferson, 2016). 

African Americans “hijacked” the #myNYPD hashtag to challenge hegemonic discourses 

and draw attention to NYPD’s treatment of marginalized individuals as users employed 

satire, irony, outrage, and used photos and memes to highlight incidents of police 

brutality against people of color (Jackson & Welles, 2015). The hashtag trended on 

Twitter and accumulated over 100,000 tweets (Jackson & Welles, 2015). These incidents 

demonstrated that through social media African American discourse can provide an 

influential counter narrative to hegemonic discourses that often disregards and discredits 

Black Americans’ experiences (Jackson & Welles, 2015). 

 Not all scholars agree that activists can effectively use social media alone to 

engage users with social justice causes. Some scholars have questioned whether social 

media activism, or “slacktivism,” produces tangible results (Kligler-Vilenchik & 

Thorson, 2016). These scholars contend that convergence media, i.e., the combination of 
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social media and traditional media coverage, is more effective than social media, as it 

typically results in more widespread exposure for the respective cause (Fischer, 2016). 

Other scholars argue that there is value to engaging individuals solely through social 

media and that resistance as vocalized through that channel can be efficacious (Gabriel, 

2016; Jackson, 2016).  

 While all social media platforms offer African American activists the opportunity 

to advance their causes, podcasts offer some distinct advantages. Florini (2015) argued 

that the format and conversational tone of podcasts allow African American hosts to 

incorporate Black cultural elements. She also posited that these cultural elements coupled 

with the radio-like quality of podcasts constitute virtual versions of physical African 

American cultural spaces like beauty shops and barbershops (Florini, 2015). Florini 

(2015) discussed the cultural and communal aspect of podcasts, but she failed to examine 

their political significance. Like beauty shops and barbershops, podcasts are culturally 

significant, but these platforms may also be political. Taken with the scholarship on 

Black activist’s use of social media, Florini’s (2015) analysis suggests that podcasts may 

be an ideal platform for Black social media activists to awaken their audience’s 

consciousness, contribute to group survival, and promote resistance against oppressive 

systems. For example, during an episode entitled, “LOGIC”, West and Fury criticized 

former NBA player Gilbert Arenas for making colorist statements about dark-skinned 

Black women. The hosts said,  

FURY: Gilbert Arenas who hasn’t been in an arena in who knows… 
WEST: Shitting on dark-skinned women. I’m sure he’s born of a dark-skinned 
woman. And has dark-skinned children. And is dark-skinned his damn self! 
What!? 
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FURY: This is why Janelle Monae said you can’t give your pussy to these niggas 
no more. 
WEST: The problem is that there is always an ignorant ass light-skinned and 
White girl somewhere who don’t care that you shitting on dark-skinned women. 
Hehe he ain’t talking about me, and y’all dark asses is ugly. It’s always a couple 
of them birds somewhere in the pocket ready to fuck him and make him feel like 
what he said was okay. 
FURY: Well, I hope they can make greens. And I hope they can do everything 
that’s lit about Black culture… (West & Fury, 2017d). 
 

The previous exchange demonstrates how West and Fury employ humor, profanity, and 

African American colloquialisms to interrogate Arenas’ colorist discourse. The exchange 

also disrupts social hierarchies to empower dark-skinned African American women. This 

indicates that The Read functions as a cultural space and a political space, both of which 

are constituted through African American discourse. 

2.3. Cultural Significance of African American Discourse 

 Examining West and Fury’s use vernacular discourse may offer valuable insight 

into how the hosts share racialized experiences with their audience and express political 

messages. Black public intellectuals have been most effective when they employed 

vernacular discourses, likely because these intragroup discursive norms engage 

individuals who are typically excluded from conventional political conversations 

(Corrigan, 2016; Farred, 2003). These cultural elements are required to sustain struggles 

against dominant ideals as they represent a demarcation between accepting dominant 

discourse and cultivating a distinct culture that resists disempowering constructions of a 

group’s identity (Farred, 2003). As an example, Black Power activists employed 

vernacular discourses to alert their audience to problematic dominant justifications for the 

criminalization and imprisonment of Black bodies (Corrigan, 2016). Without vernacular 

discourses, many African Americans would have continued to internalize damaging 
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constructions of the Black Power Movement, which were intended to silence social 

activism among African Americans (Corrigan, 2016). However, Black Power activists’ 

use of vernacular language elucidated racist structures that reinforced the state-sanctioned 

brutalization of Black/African Americans and reconstructed ideas about the relationship 

between legal institutions and the Black community (Corrigan, 2016). Thus, vernacular 

discourses often recast marginalized people as victims of hegemony, which may alert the 

disenfranchised individuals to unjust structures, and in turn, elicit resistance (Stewart, 

Smith, & Denton, 2012). 

 Additionally, Black American activists from across the spectrum incorporate 

cultural elements that are commonly performed within African American discourse on 

social media, which invites other social media users to spread their messages. More 

specifically, Black American activists generally use elements of the African American 

oral tradition, which describes unwritten cultural features, adages, songs, and narratives 

that are fundamental to Black Americans, when engaging in intraracial discourse 

(Hamlet, 2011). African American Vernacular English (AAVE), a variation of Standard 

English and a component of the African American oral tradition, is a marginalized dialect 

that Black Americans typically use among in-group members. AAVE is characterized by 

syllable contractions, alternative grammatical systems, vowel lengthening, and the 

occasional dropped consonant (Cutler, 1999; Jones, 2015, Smith, 2016). This dialect is so 

distinct that it can be used to determine an individual’s socioeconomic status, historical 

context, and political leanings (Smith, 2016). Cultural competency is necessary in order 

to understand AAVE and to be included in conversations with African Americans in their 

designated social spaces.  
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 Similarly, signifyin(g), another concept in the African American oral tradition, is 

a “game of language” where an African American speaker uses indirect language to 

convey an underlying message (Gates, 1988). This concept is a complex form of 

intraracial communication between African Americans that can be used to insult, 

compliment, or simply express one’s thoughts (e.g. lighthearted insults to demonstrate 

endearment) (Gates, 1988). Signifyin(g) relies on undertones and is highly figurative 

(Gates, 1983; Gates, 1988; Gunn & McPhail, 2015). While African Americans who 

employ signifyin(g) may vacillate between AAVE and Standard English, truly 

understanding the meaning within signifyin(g) requires in-depth knowledge and 

familiarity with African American culture (Gates, 1988; Gunn & McPhail, 2015). 

 Consequently, those who do not possess intimate knowledge of the African 

American culture may misunderstand or mischaracterize the communication due to a lack 

of background and contextual knowledge (Gunn & McPhail, 2015). Although the 

language choices may be significant, the actual words the speaker utilizes are not 

paramount to understanding the communication when the speaker is signifyin(g) (Gates, 

1988; Gunn & McPhail, 2015). Signification, which juxtaposes signifyin(g), is an 

appeasement practice that some African Americans employ to appeal to White 

Americans (Gates, 1988; Gunn & McPhail, 2015). Signification offers a level of 

conformity to White discursive customs that is absent in signifyin(g) (Gates, 1988; Gunn 

& McPhail, 2015). It is important to emphasize that Black Americans across social 

classes and education levels alternate between AAVE and Standard English (Goins, 

2011). This practice, which is called codeswitching, is often performed when African 

Americans speak Standard English rather than AAVE among outgroup members.  
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 However, codeswitching is not limited to outgroup interactions. In her analysis of 

the print and online versions of Essence, a popular magazine for African American 

women, Hobbs (2004) discovered that the editors used Standard English in the print 

version of the magazine and used AAVE in the online version. Hobbs (2004) posited that 

the editors of Essence chose to vary the stylistic language in the print and online versions 

of the magazine because the print version and online version have different audiences. 

The print magazine targeted African American women ages 18-54, while the average age 

of the online readers was between 25-34. The online readers were likely younger than the 

print magazine readers. The editors’ decision to codeswitch in the print version of 

Essence while employing AAVE in the online version suggests that older and younger 

African American women may have different stylistic language preferences. This may 

also suggest that the digital and communal format of the online version of the magazine 

may warrant the use of culturally significant language and oral elements commonly 

performed in African American discourse (Hobbs, 2004).  

 Cultural elements such as AAVE and signifyin(g) help Black American social 

media activists foster a sense of community and engage in collective meaning making 

with their audiences. Because West and Fury frequently used profanity, dismiss 

respectability politics, and rarely codeswitch, The Read could be dismissed as an 

entertainment podcast with loud, rambunctious, and uncultured hosts. However, a textual 

analysis and employing a thorough knowledge of African American discourse may be 

fundamental to fully understanding the cultural and political implications of The Read. 
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2.4. Method 

 For this study, I conducted a textual analysis of select episodes of The Read. 

Textual criticism is appropriate for this study because, according to Leff (1992), it 

“sustains a narrower focus than other types of criticisms, but does so in order to 

concentrate on the fundamental operations of rhetorical language (p. 230).” As Black 

feminist scholarship argues, activists like West and Fury construct counter narratives 

using AAVE and elements from the African American oral tradition in order to convey 

their Black feminist messages. These counter narratives repair the damaged identities of 

the hosts and their audience as Black Americans (Nelson, 2001). Therefore, examining 

the language used in these counter narratives is central to understanding more fully how 

the hosts construct these narratives and the rhetorical action that occurs through The 

Read. Similarly, The Read is largely comprised of casual conversations between West 

and Fury, and although the hosts may not overtly state that they intend to influence their 

audience’s political views, a textual analysis provides the best avenue by which the 

“rhetorical dynamics implicit” within the podcast may be discerned (Leff, 1986). 

Conducting a textual analysis allows an exploration into the intentional as well as the 

unintentional rhetorical conversation into which West and Fury’s Black feminist 

messages invite their audience. 

2.5. Data Collection 

 For data collection, I systematically chose every 5th episode of The Read for 

analysis. This yielded a total of 50 possible episodes for analysis. I listened to each 

episode in descending order, beginning with December 2017, and noted themes until I 

reached saturation. This process revealed that West and Fury discuss Black feminism 
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with respect to three prominent themes: a) Black women’s lived experience at the 

intersection of race and gender, b) interrogation of patriarchy within Black heterosexual 

relationships, and c) the deconstruction of heteronormativity. Each theme will be 

discussed in detail in Chapter 3. 

 Next, I collected audience responses to West and Fury’s Black feminist discourse. 

I created a data repository that was comprised of comments on The Read’s Facebook 

page, the podcast’s Twitter mentions, and iTunes reviews for The Read. I examined the 

audience reactions to gauge the degree to which the audience responses were consonant 

or dissonant with West and Fury’s Black feminist discourse. These findings will be 

discussed in Chapter 4. 
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CHAPTER 3: BLACK FEMINIST DISCOURSE 

For casual listeners of the podcast, West and Fury’s candid conversations might 

simply be considered humorous banter between two friends that has been packaged and 

distributed for entertainment purposes and public consumption. However, using a Black 

feminist lens to better understand the underlying meaning within West and Fury’s 

discussions reveals three prominent themes. One, West and Fury underscore the 

intersection of race and gender to elucidate Black/African American women’s lived 

experiences. Additionally, the hosts interrogate patriarchy within Black/African 

American heterosexual relationships. Finally, the hosts deconstruct heteronormativity in 

order to condemn institutions and individuals who castigate LGBTQ-identified 

individuals as deviant. The Black feminist discourse on the podcast invites the audience 

to question the hegemonic ideas that shape American life and help maintain social 

hierarchies. West and Fury incorporate didactic Black feminist messages throughout The 

Read, which may prompt the audience to explore notions of truth, and in turn, encourage 

intellectual activism. 

3.1. Black Women’s Lived Experiences at the Intersection of Race and Gender 

 One prominent theme on The Read is West and Fury’s revelation of how racial 

and gendered discourse shapes Black/African American women’s lived experiences in 

the United States. West and Fury, who identify as both Black/African American and 

LGBTQ individuals, view American society from the margins. Their positionality allows 

them to recognize the unique plight of Black/African American women who are 

particularly vulnerable to disenfranchisement due to intersecting oppressions of race and 

gender, which are constructed through both external and internal hegemonic discourse.  
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3.1.1. External hegemonic discourse. West and Fury often highlight occurrences 

within dominant discourse where African American women are discredited and dismissed 

even when they demonstrate excellence in various fields such as education, politics, 

music, and athletics. The Read features a regular segment entitled “Black Excellence” to 

counter dominant narratives of Black female mediocrity. The hosts also use “The Read” 

segment to express their exasperation with members of the dominant society who 

discount the achievements of Black/African American women. 

As an example, West highlighted an instance where John McEnroe, an 

accomplished White male tennis player, dismissed Serena Williams as mediocre in 

comparison to male tennis players. West states regarding McEnroe’s assertion about 

Williams, “Are we talking about Serena Williams? The same Serena Williams who won 

while pregnant? Are we talking about that girl? The same Serena Williams who is still 

currently pregnant (West & Fury, 2017a)?” In this response to McEnroe, West refers to 

the fact that Williams won the Australian Open while she was two months pregnant 

(Shamsian, 2017). The host’s assertion speaks to the hormonal and physical changes that 

occur during pregnancy, which would undoubtedly compromise Williams’ physical 

capability. By pointing out that Williams was pregnant when she won the Australian 

Open, West primes the audience for her criticism of biased dominant discourse. 

Moreover, West’s rhetorical questions — “Are we talking about Serena Williams? Are 

we talking about that girl?” — draws attention to the absurdity of McEnroe’s statements. 

West begins her diatribe with the phrase “are we.” By using “we,” West temporarily 

includes herself, the audience, and McEnroe in a larger collective of rational actors who 

agree to discuss sports in a manner that is both reasonable and honest. Ironically, the 
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audience is aware that West would quickly exclude McEnroe from the rational group, 

which would prompt the audience to question McEnroe’s motives. West transitions to the 

phrase “are you” to eject McEnroe from the rational group. This indicates that McEnroe 

is actually irrational and only diminished Williams’ accomplishments because of his own 

insecurities, which are, implicitly, representative of the insecurities of all those in the 

dominant power structure. West uses the pronouns “we” and “you” to construct two 

groups, a counter public and the dominant society, which illuminates the biases against a 

Black woman. 

West continued to deride McEnroe and stated, 

Are you really trying to act like somebody, who you without question, without 
blinking, or stumbling, you’re saying oh absolutely best female player in the 
world! But, you take that over to the men’s side and all of a sudden, she is number 
700? You can name 700 tennis players, male tennis players, who are all of a 
sudden better than Serena Williams? You ain’t even in that number, girl. Like, 
you are not even one of those people. So, I’m kind of tired of the constant 
disrespect of Serena Williams (West & Fury, 2017a). 
 

West not only implies that McEnroe’s statements were ludicrous, she also diminishes his 

athletic ability in comparison to Williams’. West’s postulation is significant because she 

suggests that even though McEnroe is both White and male, he is not as skilled at tennis 

as Williams, who is a Black female. These statements undermine the fundamental ideas 

of hegemonic discourse that maintain that White people are inherently superior to Black 

people and that men are inherently superior to women. It is also notable that West 

deliberately misgenders McEnroe by referring to him as “girl.” West’s rhetorical 

denigration of a celebrated White male athlete unsettles the same power structures that 

render White men verbally untouchable and make African American women like West 

and Williams particularly vulnerable. The audience likely finds West’s rhetorical 
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boldness comical, but also warranted, because she is defending Williams, a fellow Black 

woman, who is disenfranchised under the same oppressive social hierarchies as herself.  

West also destabilizes McEnroe’s argument when she poses the rhetorical 

question, “You can name 700 tennis players, male tennis players, who are all of a sudden 

better than Serena Williams (West & Fury, 2017a)?” Without examining McEnroe’s 

statement, the audience may not recognize the hyperbolic language that McEnroe used to 

describe Williams’ standing among professional tennis athletes. However, West forces 

The Read listeners to consider McEnroe’s statements as literal. Consequently, the 

audience would question if McEnroe could actually name 700 male tennis players at all, 

let alone 700 male players who are more skilled than Williams. Rather than 

acknowledging that Williams would likely be a formidable opponent to the best male 

tennis players, McEnroe resorts to extremes in order to discredit the accomplishments of 

a decorated Black female tennis player. West effectively highlights this and alerts the 

audience to the dismissive language that members of the dominant society often use to 

undermine remarkable Black women. The host also notes that McEnroe previously 

acknowledged Williams’ athleticism and only recently began to minimize Williams’ 

accomplishments. She contends regarding McEnroe, 

But now all of a sudden, it’s like even over the past four or five years, Serena has 
continued to dominate in a way that makes other legendary tennis players feel 
nervous. Because when it comes to the greatest of all time conversation, she’s 
coming up before y’all do. And I feel like it’s getting you a little bit shook. As a 
white man you just like, “I mean, yeah. The little Black girl with the beads or 
whatever, love our diversity improvements, love that she and her sister Vatasha 
are out here, and you know everything is just great with those two. Love to see 
them play. But let anybody insinuate that she might be just as good or better than 
you are then all of sudden it’s a problem (West & Fury, 2017a). 
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West references McEnroe’s previous statement to strengthen her argument. She 

illustrates that rather than admitting that Williams could outperform many male tennis 

players, McEnroe chose to openly contradict himself, thus demonstrating that he was 

irrational. West also points to the idea that Williams’ athletic ability made White male 

athletes “nervous” and a “little bit shook” because a Black woman dominating a sport 

that has traditionally been viewed as a White sport disrupts hierarchies and would prompt 

“other legendary tennis players” to fight to maintain their standing. The term “shook,” 

which is synonymous with “scared” and “uncomfortable,” is a colloquialism that is often 

used among African American millennials. West’s employment of this term allows her to 

connect with Black millennials through AAVE. Even if the audience did not know who 

McEnroe was or if they were unfamiliar with the intricacies of tennis, West could still 

engage them in her challenge to hegemony because she employed terms that the Black 

millennial audience would recognize. She also implies that White male tennis players like 

McEnroe are only comfortable with diversity in tennis, a predominately White sport, if 

their status is not threatened. However, once they perceive that the diversity efforts could 

jeopardize their social capital or athletic standing, then they will resort to dismissive 

language in a feeble attempt to hold on to their power and status. 

 In support of this, West humorously takes on McEnroe’s persona and referred to 

Williams as “the little Black girl with the beads.” West uses this patronizing statement to 

illustrate the power dynamics between McEnroe as an older White male tennis player, 

and Williams, who is a significantly younger Black female player. West personifies 

McEnroe and flippantly refers to Williams’ sister Venus as “Vatasha” to illustrate how 

Black women are often reduced to caricatures within dominant discourse. By using the 
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name “Vatasha,” a categorically African American name, to refer to Venus Williams, 

West communicates to the audience that many White men like McEnroe automatically 

view Black women from this condescending perspective. African American women have 

historically been stereotyped as labor mules, mammies, matriarchs, welfare mothers, and 

sexual degenerates (Collins, 2000; 2005), and these stereotypes fuel the idea that African 

American women are lesser beings and cannot possibly be viewed as a threat to a White 

man’s athletic or social standing. For White men like McEnroe, it is inconceivable that 

Williams and her sister “Vatasha” would be considered a threat because they are of 

African descent and female, both of which evoke damaging depictions. Consequently, 

Black/African American women like Williams and her sister Venus can only serve as 

token Black tennis players to give the perception that tennis is a progressive sport and 

should not be viewed as formidable contenders or celebrated for their athleticism. So, 

because Williams has “dominated” professional tennis and has become one of the most 

celebrated athletes, this “little black girl with the beads” must be discredited since she has 

begun disrupting hierarchies where White male athletes like McEnroe are the most 

celebrated.   

 Furthermore, West connects McEnroe’s disparaging comments about Williams to 

a larger issue within dominant discourse where African American women’s 

accomplishments and achievements are undermined. West states regarding McEnroe and 

other members of the dominant society who refuse to credit Williams for her athletic 

acumen, 

I’m so tired of, first of all, everybody feeling like it’s fine to shit on Black girls 
any time you need to make yourself feel better… At some point, y’all just have to 
bow down and accept that you are lesser in this way, and she is just the fucking 
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GOAT. She just is. You’re just mad because she’s successful? You’re just gonna 
have to stay mad about that. But at least have the decency to give her the respect 
she deserves (West & Fury, 2017a). 
 

West fearlessly calls out individuals like McEnroe who diminish African American 

women’s success in order to feel self-important. West asserts that it is culturally 

acceptable to “shit on Black girls,” which emphasizes that disparaging discourse 

surrounding Black/African American women has been normalized. In other words, 

members of the dominant society continue to use and objectify Black/African American 

women when they desire to make themselves “feel better.”  

 West eventually postulates that the public sphere must accept Williams as the 

“GOAT,” a common acronym among Black millennials meaning the greatest of all time. 

Despite how uncomfortable an immensely successful African American female tennis 

player makes White male tennis players, West asserts that Williams’ prominence could 

not be denied. She uses McEnroe’s comments to illustrate that diminishing Williams’ 

athletic ability simply makes him appear insecure, “mad,” and ultimately irrational. The 

host also suggests that it is indecent to deny that Williams is a uniquely talented tennis 

player when she prompts members of the dominant society to give Williams the “respect 

she deserves.” The host ultimately contends that Williams deserves respect, not only as a 

talented athlete, but also because she is a person, just like McEnroe and other members of 

the dominant society.  

 In case the audience is unclear on West’s stance, she proclaims,  

So fuck John McEnroe. Fuck everybody who thought he had a point. And fuck 
everybody who continuously diminishes the accomplishments of Black women 
like they’re not that great or somebody else could have done it just as better. Well 
they didn’t (West & Fury, 2017a). 
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West succinctly pushes back on dominant discourse that fails to celebrate African 

American women. The host effectively discredits the discourse and undermines the social 

hierarchies that relegate Black women like Williams to lower positions when she states 

that no one else earned as many accolades as Williams. Her proclamation that “they 

didn’t” highlights that most White male and White female tennis players have not 

received the accolades that Williams has earned despite biased discourse that portrays her 

as mediocre. West elucidates that even when Black women succeed in predominately 

White spaces, members of the dominant society are often deliberately dishonest about 

their accomplishments.  

 Thus, comments like McEnroe’s represent subtle attempts to uphold White 

supremacy and maintain patriarchy. West elucidates this point in order to prompt her 

audience to be wary of accepting dominant narratives about Black women and to 

consider the larger social implications of such critiques. West suggests that hegemonic 

discourse portrays Black women as mediocre even when presented with overwhelming 

evidence of their extraordinary talent. Dominant discourse dismisses Black female 

excellence as average to perpetuate the idea that White people could effortlessly achieve 

similar success. These depictions are problematic, not only because they discount the 

sheer talent and discernment of some Black women, but these portrayals attempt to 

negate the additional structural and systemic barriers that Black/African American 

women must overcome due to their race and gender. Hegemonic discourse that 

diminishes Black women also has a purpose. By dismissing Black women’s success, the 

dominant society is able to convey that African American women are inherently 

unexceptional to justify their lower position on social hierarchies. Discrediting the value 
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and ability of African American women is vital to upholding inequities such as Black 

women’s overrepresentation in low-paid service work and the gender wage gap, both of 

which affect African American women disproportionately (Collins, 2000; Fisher & 

Houseworth, 2017).  

The previous example is just one of many other instances where West critiques 

external discourse that contributes to African American women’s lived experiences 

because of their race and gender. West also read a White woman named Jan Shedd who 

posted on Facebook that she would be boycotting her local news station because the 

African American news anchor, Demetria Oblior, looked “ridiculous” being “a size 16/18 

woman wearing a size 6 dress (Fury & West, 2017b).” Similar to McEnroe, Shedd used 

hyperbolic language to undercut Oblior because the news anchor was in actuality much 

smaller than a size 16/18. In contrast, West proclaims that Oblior has a curvy body type 

and is “absolutely beautiful (Fury & West, 2017b).” By suggesting that the news anchor 

is “absolutely beautiful,” West signals to the audience that Shedd only criticized Oblior 

because she made her feel insecure. This parallels McEnroe’s warped perspective on 

Williams who West suggests only diminished Williams because she heightened his 

insecurities. West also asserts that Shedd “decided to get on Facebook and do what White 

women on Facebook do, which is hate on Black girls who are amazing (Fury & West, 

2017b).” The host uses the phrase “do what White women on Facebook do” to indicate 

that Shedd is merely one White woman in a long line of others who seek to undermine 

Black women in an effort to maintain White supremacist and/or patriarchal hierarchies.  

West also provides a concrete example of how external discourse shapes her own 

lived experience as a Black woman when she describes her visit to a local gym. She 
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groused that she hates going to the gym because she has to constantly endure micro-

aggressions from White people (West & Fury, 2017e). West recounts her experience with 

a White male personal trainer who insisted on using the phrase “nah, mean” and other 

African American colloquialisms when speaking to her (West & Fury, 2017e). She 

deduces that the personal trainer only used this language during their interaction because 

she is an African American woman. She later says that these uncomfortable situations 

make her want to start her own “Black girls doing Crossfit” group to create a space for 

Black women to exercise without having to hear White people “doing Black voice (West 

& Fury, 2017e).” This example further shows the audience that Black/African American 

women are rarely allowed to occupy spaces as human beings without having their race 

and gender spotlighted. West’s assertion that she left the gym wanting to create a group 

specifically for Black women demonstrates that even seemingly innocuous interactions 

with the dominant society can be distinctively draining and uncomfortable for 

Black/African American women. West’s personal experience at the gym shows the 

audience how members of the dominant society either intentionally or inadvertently make 

Black women feel uncomfortable to discourage them from occupying predominately 

White spaces and to exercise their power over them, both of which help to maintain 

White supremacist hierarchies. 

 3.1.2. Internal hegemonic discourse. In addition to challenging hegemonic 

discourse within the dominant society, West and Fury also draw attention to 

disempowering discourse among African Americans. Ideological differences between 

African Americans who support patriarchy and those who support Black feminist 

ideologies have been well-documented (Dawson, 2001). Perhaps the most common 
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discursive tension has occurred between the African American men who cling to 

patriarchy in an effort to empower themselves in an anti-Black society and the African 

American women who oppose sexism. West and Fury shed light on the internal 

hegemonic discourse that has contributed to the marginalization of Black women. As an 

example, West criticized Cam Newton for his controversial comments that were directed 

toward a White female sports reporter. Newton, a professional quarterback for the 

Carolina Panthers, was criticized widely after expressing surprise that a White female 

reporter was well-versed on routes (Lyles, 2017). Some individuals called his comments 

sexist (Withiam, 2017). Other people defended the comments and dismissed the backlash 

as the grumblings of overly sensitive individuals (Withiam, 2017). West, however, did 

not support this assessment of Newton’s comments, 

So, it was sexist and stupid, and of course it spread immediately on the internet. 
And God, as it always ends up being, every body’s flying to the rescue of this 
White woman. Not me, I wouldn’t say flying to the rescue, but I am…I was 
initially very annoyed with Cam Newton, because why do you have to be a sexist 
on top of everything else that we currently battling with your Black ass (West & 
Fury, 2017c)? 
 

West does not hesitate to call Newton sexist; however, she acknowledges that the 

audience may question her allegiance to African Americans because she criticizes 

Newton, a Black man, in what appears to be in defense of a White woman. West 

reinforces this idea when she states that everyone is “flying to the rescue” of this White 

woman but quickly clarifies, “not me.” The host indicates that as a Black woman, she 

identifies with the reporter because of her gender and is very “annoyed” with Newton’s 

comments.  
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The fact that West is compelled to say that she is not “flying to the rescue” of a 

White female reporter underscores the struggle that many Black women endure living at 

the intersection of race and gender. The host cannot speak out against Black male sexism 

without clarifying that she is not anti-Black, or more specifically, anti-Black male. 

Moreover, West calls out Newton for being sexist but then quickly solidifies her place in 

the African American community by using the phrase “with your Black ass,” a phrase 

that is only acceptable for another Black person to use. West’s initial condemnation of 

Newton, a Black male, and then her subsequent use of an African American 

colloquialism constructs two obvious groups. One group consists of the people who flew 

“to the rescue of this white woman.” The other group consists of those who defended 

Newton, and thereby implicitly endorsed hegemonic, patriarchal ideas. West’s 

construction of these two groups shows that while she identifies with both groups, she 

does not truly belong to either group. This distinction would likely prompt the audience 

to consider that West also constructs a third group who condemns Newton’s sexism 

without actually defending the White woman. This third group consisted of 

Black/African American women like West who recognize that if they aligned with either 

group, they would inadvertently disempower themselves as Black/African American 

women.  

However, West ultimately reunites with Newton and other Black men with the 

statement “with your Black ass.” She continues and establishes that Black male sexism is 

widespread, and Newton is not the only offender, 

Roddy White had to toss in his ignorant ass two cents like, “I ain’t never heard no 
female ask that either.” Like, just because you niggas don’t know any women, just 
because you do not personally know any women, give us our humanity, who are 
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professionals or maybe you’ve never bothered to listen to them or pay attention to 
them before because they are women, which sounds a lot more fucking likely 
(West & Fury, 2017c). 
 

West provides an additional example of Black male sexism when she posits that White 

added in his “ignorant ass two cents.” She compounds this assertion when she elucidates 

the inherent sexism in referring to women as “females.” The fact that West challenges 

this commonly used and accepted phrase is significant. “Females,” a commonly used 

term among African Americans, is most often used in a negative context. The term 

female can refer to any species, not only humans, which explains why West is compelled 

to demand that Newton, White, and by extension other Black men, “give us our 

humanity.” The host also spoke to the likelihood that men like Newton and White would 

automatically limit the scope of a woman’s intellect simply because of her gender. She 

posits that it is more likely that the men do not “pay attention” to female reporters and 

simply dismiss them. West suggests that discounting women’s intellectual capacity is a 

commonly accepted practice, which is why White defended Newton’s sexist comments 

without hesitation. Referring to women as “females” rather than women and expressing 

surprise that a female reporter is capable of being well-versed on technical football 

language, constitutes two examples of every day discourse that diminishes women’s 

intellect and value. West’s positionality as a Black woman, however, complicates her 

perspective. She cannot speak out against sexism without acknowledging her Blackness. 

This became more apparent when she acknowledges that the White female reporter has a 

history of making racist comments. West has to condemn Black men for their sexism and 

rebuke the White female reporter for her racism. She states, 
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So, I’m not shocked that y’all don’t know any better. It’s just I wish niggas would 
make an attempt to do better. Because in the whole aftermath, the melee of all 
this, it comes out that this girl has racists tweets, and she’s used nigga before, and 
all this other bullshit. So, I find myself in the middle, like I am so often, with 
Black men and White women where it’s like one side wants me to choose my 
pussy over my skin tone, and the other wants me to do the exact opposite (West & 
Fury, 2017c). 
  

West suggests that these problematic ideas about gender are hegemonic. She is not 

surprised that Black men “don’t know any better,” which implies that it is an accepted 

idea among African Americans that women would not be as knowledgeable about certain 

subjects because they are women. Therefore, Black men are expected to be sexist. 

Consequently, African American women often find themselves in a double bind. 

Black/African American women must endure sexist comments, and they are criticized for 

calling out the sexist comments because many African Americans do not view this 

discourse as problematic.  

 Furthermore, Black/African American women’s experience with racism and 

sexism must be considered contextually. Considering African American women’s 

turbulent history with women’s movements in the United States, African American 

women occupy an even more difficult position. Since White women co-opted the 

abolitionist movement and advocated for racial hierarchies as opposed to gender 

hierarchies (hooks, 1981), speaking out against patriarchy and hegemonic ideas about 

gender within the Black community may be viewed as anti-Black by nature. West 

acknowledges this conundrum when she states that, “this girl has racist tweets, and she’s 

used nigga before.” Because the White female reporter exhibited blatant racism, West has 

to qualify her condemnation of Black male sexism and attend to the White woman’s 

racism. West acknowledges this double consciousness and suggested that Black women 
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have to either pledge their allegiance to Blackness or to womanhood. Black women, 

unfortunately, are often forced to maintain multiple identities to navigate both racist and 

sexist spaces (Dickens, 2014). 

 Essentially, it is virtually impossible for African American women to challenge 

Black male sexism without having to assert their commitment against anti-Blackness. 

West illustrates her support for this contention when she states that, “one side wants me 

to choose my pussy over my skin tone, and the other wants me to do the exact opposite.” 

In other words, Black/African American women are constantly forced to be fragmented 

in a racist and sexist society. The host communicates her exasperation with having to 

navigate internal hegemonic discourse as a Black woman who lives at the intersection of 

race and gender when she expresses,  

Anytime we have these conversations we are always talking about the sexism or 
the racism, and nobody wants to acknowledge that there is a group of people who 
live right there. We’re right there. Black women are every fucking where, and yet 
our perspectives are totally ignored and disregarded. So, the whole thing just 
annoyed the shit out of me and made me want to swear off both of them groups of 
people for a long, long, time. I just wanted to give a hearty fuck you to Cam 
Newton (West & Fury, 2017c). 
 

In the above quotation, West  points out that Black/African American women are often 

silenced and ignored in conversations about race and gender. Black male voices are 

privileged when interrogating racist discourse, and White female perspectives are 

privileged when deconstructing sexism. Few individuals consult African American 

women who may offer the most valuable insight into these complex issues. However, 

West made clear her stance on sexism when she ends her read with the phrase, “I just 

wanted to give a hearty fuck you to Cam Newton (West & Fury, 2017c).” By ending her 

diatribe with a condemnation of the Black man and not the White woman, she reiterates 
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that Newton, not the White woman, is the focus of her read. West signals to the audience 

that African Americans must contend with the blatant sexism within the community 

without using external hegemonic discourse as an excuse to ignore that Black women are 

often silenced and belittled. Due to internal hegemonic discourse among African 

Americans, being pro-Black may be equated with the endorsement of gender hierarchies 

if one does not clarify his or her stance. On the same token, critiquing internal gender 

hierarchies may be viewed as anti-Black, which forces Black women to navigate the 

unsettled space at the intersection of race and gender.  

While West is vocal about her desire for Black men to “attempt to do better,” 

Fury is mostly silent in this discussion. Fury provides his co-host space to vent and 

express her frustration as an African American woman. He rarely interjects when West 

describes African American women’s lived experience in a racist and sexist society, and 

when he does contribute, he typically affirms West’s perspective. Fury’s silence and 

affirmation signifies that he acknowledges his privilege and does not want to overshadow 

West’s voice as she seeks to alert the audience to the internal discourse that has silenced 

and disempowered Black/African American women for much too long.  

Likewise, the hosts shed light on other examples of internal discourse that have 

contributed to the oppression of Black/African American women throughout the podcast. 

West and Fury chastise former NBA player Gilbert Arenas for stating that dark-skinned 

Black women like Lupita Nyong’o are less attractive than biracial women. Fury prompts 

the audience to consider, “why are Black women’s beauty and what they’re worth and 

their bodies always put on the chopping block for everybody else to pick apart and 

dissect (West & Fury, 2017d)?” The host poses this question to prompt the audience to 
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consider that Black/African American women are particularly vulnerable to discourse, 

structures, and systems that privilege individuals who are White and/or male. In another 

episode, West criticizes Kodak Black because he said that he “does not like Black girls” 

and instead prefers women like Taylor Swift (Golding, 2017). West and Fury harangued 

the rapper and other Black men who “shit on their own race and completely abandon 

Black women when they are clearly the group of women who need to be protected the 

most (West & Fury, 2017a).” The hosts imply that many Black/African American men do 

not protect or defend Black women and instead reinforce hegemonic ideas that relegate 

African American women to an underclass. The above examples are indicative of a larger 

pattern on The Read where the hosts show the audience that Black women often face 

unfair internal criticism that reinforces and maintains sexist hierarchies. 

3.2. Interrogation of Patriarchy Within Black Heterosexual Relationships 

 The second Black feminist theme is West and Fury’s interrogation of patriarchy 

within Black heterosexual relationships. Through an examination of celebrity gossip, 

West and Fury highlight commonly accepted power dynamics among Black/African 

American men and Black/African American women. The “down ass chick,” commonly 

referenced in Hip-Hop music, is regarded as the ideal Black female partner. The phrase 

“down ass chick” describes a woman who will do anything including lie, steal, kill, and 

die for her Black male partner (Cooper, Morris, & Boylorn, 2017). Scholars contended 

that it is effectively impossible for any woman to actually be a down ass chick due to the 

seemingly contradictory standards (Cooper, Morris, & Boylorn, 2017). Down ass chicks 

must be loyal and concurrently accept their partner’s affairs with multiple women 

(Cooper, Morris, & Boylorn, 2017). Down ass chicks must be financially independent but 
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also reliant on their male partners for economic resources (Cooper, Morris, & Boylorn, 

2017). Down ass chicks must be well-versed sexually but also chaste (Cooper, Morris, & 

Boylorn, 2017). Any woman who will not conform to the down ass chick ideal would be 

considered disposable and unworthy of commitment (Cooper, Morris, & Boylorn, 2017). 

These impossible standards exemplify the unequal expectations for men and women in 

Black heterosexual relationships. West and Fury denounce the down ass chick archetype 

and interrogate the patriarchal nuances of this ideal. 

 As an example, Fury uses singer Tameka “Tiny” Harris and her husband, rapper 

Tip “T.I.” Harris, to demonstrate the inequities in Black heterosexual relationships. 

Harris and her husband appeared on a reality television show entitled, T.I. and Tiny: A 

Family Hustle, which focused on the couple’s family life and intimated Tip’s infidelity. 

Fury states regarding Harris and her husband, 

Tiny was in Xscape and famous before anybody knew who T.I. was. Absolutely held 
him down, was going around Atlanta with his motherfucking ass and stuff like that. 
Holding him down, taking care of him. He got poppin’ and famous. Made sure her ass 
was barefoot and pregnant at the house (West & Fury, 2017e). 
 

In the above quotation, Fury points out that Harris was originally more successful than 

her husband. Fury reiterates this fact because Tip ultimately became the more successful 

artist as he sold millions of records and starred in multiple films. Fury emphasizes that 

Tiny was famous “before anybody knew who T.I. was” in order to signal to the audience 

that the traditional gender roles were initially reversed in their relationship. Harris earned 

more money, was more famous, and she introduced Tip to a male dominated music 

industry, which Fury indicates when he states that she was “going around Atlanta with 

his motherfucking ass.” And although Harris was initially more successful than her 
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husband, once his career blossomed he “made sure her ass was barefoot and pregnant at 

the house.” Harris had her own successful career and even helped her husband obtain 

success. But, once her husband became financially established, Harris was expected to 

halt her career and conform to traditional gender roles in order to boost her husband’s ego 

and fortify his masculinity. Fury underscores this point to illustrate how some African 

Americans conform to patriarchal ideals that diminish Black women in romantic 

relationships. 

 Fury also suggests that Tip used the fact that Harris halted her career to become 

“barefoot and pregnant at the house” to justify his extramarital affairs and insolence. This 

discussion might prompt the audience to consider how some men in general use finances 

to control women and justify reprehensible behavior in relationships. In support of this, 

Fury states, 

And so many niggas think because you pay a couple of bills or do whatever that gives 
you free roam to go around and be a dickhead. And it simply doesn’t. Every woman’s 
got a breaking point (West & Fury, 2017e).  
 

Although Tip maintained that he spent millions on Harris (Michel, 2017), Fury’s 

reference to men “paying a couple of bills” diminishes the significance of financial 

support in favor of qualities of character such as fidelity and deference. Fury clearly 

states that money does not excuse one “being a dickhead.” It is also notable that Fury 

says “every woman has a breaking point” because this encourages the female audience 

members to determine their own “breaking point” and demand more than economic 

resources from their partners. In other words, Fury intimates that Black women should 

not settle for Black men who choose to be “dickheads,” nor should Black women be 
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relentlessly loyal to male partners in the face of ill-treatment. West echoes Fury’s 

sentiments and states, 

The thing about the niggas like T.I., if you want a woman that you can run around and 
cheat on, there are plenty who will let you do that as long as the bills are paid… But if 
you’re with someone who expects you to act like a husband, like for example, not 
putting your dick in other women, then turning around and being like, oh well I 
always made sure you was good. Nigga, I didn’t need you to do that. I had a job. I 
had a career. I can take care of myself. I got royalties coming in right now. I went out 
and got my own house, because I don’t need, guess who? YOU (West & Fury, 
2017e)! 
 

West builds on Fury’s previous argument, but her assertion adds a new dimension to the 

conversation. She insinuates that Black women should set their own standards in 

relationships. West does not condemn women who tolerate unfaithful partners in 

exchange for having their “bills paid.” But, she suggests that men like Tip should find 

those women if they want to have that type of arrangement. She notably uses the phrase 

“there are plenty who will let you do that.” The host uses the word let, which indicates 

that women have the right and the power to choose what type of relationship and partner 

they might desire. West challenges the assumption that African American women have to 

be “down ass chicks.” Instead, West suggests that Black women have the right to choose 

their roles in relationships rather than allowing internal hegemonic structures to dictate 

the type of partners and relationships they may have.  

 West also challenges common discourse and phrases like “all men cheat” when 

she says that expecting a male partner “to act like a husband,” which would entail a man 

not engaging in extramarital affairs, is a reasonable request. Her implication that Black 

women might expect their husbands to be faithful disrupts popular discourse surrounding 

Black heterosexual relationships (Cooper, Morris, & Boylorn, 2017). The Read’s African 
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American female audience members would be cognizant that successful African 

American female celebrities such as Beyoncé and Wendy Williams remained married 

despite publicly acknowledging their husbands’ infidelities. These examples of Black 

heterosexual relationships reinforce the idea that Black women must be down ass chicks 

in order to be worthy of commitment. Essentially, if someone as successful and beautiful 

as Beyoncé has to tolerate an unfaithful partner, other Black women should also allow 

and expect infidelity. West explicitly challenges that narrative. 

In another episode, West discusses “being tired” of the common narrative of the 

Black man being unfaithful for years while the Black woman tolerates the infidelity, 

patiently waits until the man matures, then “everyone lives happily ever after (West & 

Fury, 2017b).” Likewise, West expresses her exasperation with patriarchy within Black 

heterosexual relationships when she took on Harris’ persona and states, “I had a job. I 

had a career. I can take care of myself…I don’t need, guess who, YOU (West & Fury, 

2017e)!” West’s frustration communicates to the female audience members that they can 

be independent and can take care of themselves, so they will not have to accept insolence 

from male partners. West takes on Harris’ persona to not only give voice to Harris, but 

West also gives voice to Black female audience members who may need to reclaim their 

power and demand more from Black male partners. The host’s frustration with the down 

ass chick archetype encourages the audience to question internal hegemonic discourse, 

which implies that Black women should have less power and ultimately less value in 

heterosexual relationships. West reinforces this idea when she states regarding Tip, 

He was trying to justify it, and I just could not even listen to him talk. It was just 
every fuck nigga excuse for the dumb shit they say. I was like, I actually have to turn 
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this off. Like, I can’t listen to no more men trying to justify the shitty way they treat 
women (West & Fury, 2017e). 
 

West states that she “could not even listen” to Tip speak, which represents her rejection 

of the down ass chick trope. The above quotation demonstrates West’s attempt to regain 

Black/African American women’s power and their value in heterosexual relationships. 

By dismissing and silencing Tip and his justification of “the dumb shit” and “the shitty 

way” he treated his wife, she intends to empower the Black female audience members to 

do the same in their own relationships. Although West and Fury discuss Harris and Tip’s 

relationship within the context of the “Hot Tops” or the celebrity gossip portion of the 

podcast episode, they still incorporate didactic messages that encourage their audience to 

examine their own positionality within relationships. This might empower the Black 

female audience members to maintain relationships on their own terms without 

conforming to internal hegemonic discourse that reinforces the down ass chick ideal that 

marginalizes them. 

 Furthermore, West and Fury prompt their audience to challenge violence and 

abuse against African American women in heterosexual relationships. One noteworthy 

example occurs when the hosts discuss a situation involving rapper Young Thug and his 

ex-fiancée Jerrika Karlae during a segment of The Read Live in Chicago. After Thug had 

an affair with one of Karlae’s friends, all three individuals engaged in a public feud on 

Instagram. Fury recaps the feud for the live audience and states regarding Karlae,   

So, he [Young Thug] apparently cheated on her with this girl. And she has had it. 
She’s fucking done. And so, she’s, you know, posting lots of deep quotes. And 
scripture. #singlelife and all of that. On the other end of things, Young Thug 
posted…a photo of himself with the caption, “Why cheat when you can creep 
(West & Fury, 2017c)?” 
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The host’s decision to discuss Karlae and Thug’s relationship is significant because it 

would garner sympathy for Karlae as it is especially cruel that Thug had a public affair 

with Karlae’s friend. Fury notably discusses both Karlae’s and Thug’s social media 

response to their breakup. Karlae posted “deep quotes” and “scriptures,” indicating that 

she was grieving the end of the relationship and possibly displaying her emotions on 

social media to solicit support. In contrast, Thug responded with the photo caption “why 

cheat when you can creep?,” which sharply contrasted Karlae’s melancholy response. 

Thug’s flippant caption mocked Karlae and their relationship. Because Fury includes 

Thug’s social media posts in his discussion, he shows the audience that the rapper not 

only disrespected his ex-fiancée by having an affair with her friend, he compounded it 

and made a public spectacle of the situation. Thug’s post indicated that he disregarded 

Karlae’s feelings, had no remorse for his actions, and he thought it was humorous that he 

was unfaithful to her. The audience is able to contrast how Karlae, an African American 

woman, cared about her partner and mourned the demise of her relationship while Thug, 

a Black man, publicly joked about cheating on his partner while she grieved. The 

inclusion of both perspectives suggests a callousness and dismissal of the Black woman’s 

feelings. This may prompt the audience to reflect on why African American women like 

Karlae must endure such blatant insolence from Black male partners. Fury continues his 

recap and states regarding Karlae,  

She posted a tweet, something like I’m back on the market, rah, rah, rah. And he 
[Young Thug] tweeted something like, “bitch what market? You gon’ die. On 
God.” Yeah, you ain’t laughing no more. So, you gone die on God (West & Fury, 
2017c). 
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 The live audience initially laughs when Fury reads, “bitch, what market?” as this 

simply suggests that Thug does not believe his ex-fiancée will find another partner on the 

relationship “market.” However, when Fury reads the “you gon’ die” portion of Thug’s 

remarks, this tampers the audience’s laughter. Fury’s response to the live audience’s 

laughter is significant because The Read is categorized as a comedy podcast. The host, 

nevertheless, discourages the audience’s laughter when he mentions that Thug threatens 

violence against Karlae. Fury says, “you ain’t laughing no more” to indicate that it is 

unequivocally wrong for Thug to threaten his former fiancée.   

Fury also highlights that violence against women, and in this case Black women, 

is not funny nor should it be normalized within casual discourse. Fury repeats the phrase, 

“you gon’ die on God” to draw attention to the gravity of the rapper’s assertion. The 

phrase “on God” makes Thug’s response even more disturbing. The AAVE phrase “on 

God” is often used to emphasize that one is serious about his or her statement. Fury 

continues regarding Karlae and Thug, 

This woman stuck by you after you wore fringed gowns, and Baby Phat jeans, and 
pink and white K-Swiss sneakers and whatever other weird shit. Calling other 
niggas bae, and saying niggas look good, and all of this other stuff. Stood by you 
firm, as a free thinking bitch should. And you do her dirty, mock her, and because 
she’s now single she’s going to die (West & Fury, 2017c)? 
 

Fury includes the above narrative about Karlae and Thug’s relationship to show the 

audience that Karlae was a supportive partner to the rapper. He underscores that Karlae 

“stuck by” Thug when he “wore fringed gowns” and performed his gender in a manner 

that is inconsistent with hegemonic ideas about masculinity. The host also emphasizes 

that Karlae “stood by” Thug as a “free thinking bitch should,” illustrating that more 

women should be open-minded like Karlae. This signals to the audience that Karlae was 
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an accepting partner even though many other Black women may not feel comfortable 

with their Black male partners “calling other niggas bae” and doing “other weird shit.” 

By chronicling some of Thug’s controversial acts, Fury emphasizes that Karlae was a 

down ass chick while Thug did her “dirty” and “mocked her.” In other words, Fury 

suggests that Karlae represents the ideal partner, but in the end, Thug was still unfaithful 

to her and even threatened her for not tolerating his insolence. Fury’s examination helps 

the audience sympathize with Karlae and question why a Black woman who was as 

supportive as Karlae deserved to be treated so poorly. Fury also indicates his exasperation 

with Thug’s assertion that his ex-fiancée was “going to die” because she chose to become 

single. Fury includes this rhetorical question to illustrate the absurdity of the rapper’s 

threat. 

 Finally, both Fury and West interrogate the larger cultural implications of Thug’s 

threat and say, 

WEST: And he probably don’t think it’s no big deal because it was just a tweet, 
and it’s not like he went out and did that. But men do that to women all the time. 
FURY: Exactly why they don’t think it’s a big deal. 
WEST: Right! Yes, exactly that. You don’t think it’s a big deal because you like, 
“oh I didn’t do it,” but it is completely normalized in our culture for men to act 
like it’s no big deal to be violent toward a woman because she had the audacity to 
choose herself. I’m just really over niggas…fuck Young Thug…niggas are trash 
part 900 (West & Fury, 2017c). 
 

In the above conversation, the hosts connect hegemonic discourse surrounding 

Black/African American heterosexual relationships to actual violent occurrences. West 

highlights that Thug probably thought his remark was “no big deal” because he did not 

actually murder Karlae, and some audience members may agree with this postulation. 

However, West quickly follows up the statement and points out that “men do that to 
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women all the time.” Because she points to actions that corresponded with Thug’s 

threats, West disallows the audience to distance the violent statements from actual 

domestic violence. She suggests that internal hierarchies dictate that Black women are 

not allowed to “choose themselves” over Black men without suffering grave 

consequences in some cases. This would prompt the audience to question why violence 

against women who demand respect from Black male partners has been “normalized.” 

West further expresses her disapproval of Thug’s statements, and by extension internal 

hierarchies that privilege Black men over the emotional and physical well-being of their 

female partners, when she states, “fuck Young Thug.” Her declaration that “niggas are 

trash part 900” signifies that these problems are widespread and internal hierarchies 

embolden African American men to treat African American women poorly. West refers 

to Thug and other abusive Black men as “trash,” which denotes that the mistreatment and 

dismissal of African American women in relationships is unjust. This might prompt the 

audience to interrogate discourse that normalizes violence against women and reflect on 

how this same discourse promotes devastating outcomes for Black women.  

 In addition to the previous examples, there are many other instances where West 

and Fury interrogate gender hierarchies in Black heterosexual relationships. For example, 

West and Fury discussed reports that talk show host Wendy Williams’ husband had an 

extramarital affair that spanned years (West & Fury, 2017b). Williams decided to stay in 

her marriage, which prompted West to declare that she was tired of hearing stories about 

women forgiving unfaithful partners (West & Fury, 2017b). West postulates that she 

would rather hear “more stories of women cheating on their husbands and the husbands 

dealing with it and forgiving and all that shit (West & Fury, 2017b).” The host indicates 
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that gender hierarchies in Black heterosexual relationships imply that Black women are 

expected to forgive unfaithful partners when most Black men would not tolerate 

infidelity. West reinforces these ideas in another episode when the hosts discussed singer 

Keyshia Cole’s relationship with her ex-husband who had been unfaithful. West 

encourages Black women, “not to be no down ass, hold a nigga down ass bitch. Because 

what is he gonna do? Turn around and do you wrong any fucking way (West & Fury, 

2017f).” Again, West highlights common inequities in Black heterosexual relationships 

to prompt the audience to question why Black women are expected to accept 

mistreatment in deference to insolent and abusive Black male partners. Since Black 

women have been historically depicted as unworthy and undeserving of love, Black men 

violate social norms when they decide to love, respect, and commit to a Black woman 

(Collins, 2005). Black/African American women, in turn, violate social norms when they 

refuse to tolerate insolence from Black male partners (Collins, 2005). West and Fury 

discourage Black women from conforming to the down ass chick archetype and promote 

Collins’ (2005) idea of Black romantic relationships. In other words, the hosts encourage 

the audience to embrace a new ideal where Black/African American women are valued 

and appreciated in heterosexual relationships, or at the very least, are held equal to their 

partners. The hosts’ prescription disrupts both the dominant and internal discourses about 

Black love. Their critique of heterosexual relationships is somewhat ironic because West 

and Fury identify as queer and gay, respectively. The hosts’ attention to common 

problems within Black heterosexual relationships subtly challenges the assumption that 

heterosexual relationships should be the only acceptable or “normal” version of Black 

love, which in turn, invites a deconstruction of heteronormativity. 
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3.3. Deconstruction of Heteronormativity 

 A third prominent Black feminist theme on The Read is the hosts’ deconstruction 

of heteronormativity, which has been prevalent in many Black institutions, particularly 

Black churches, and normalized through everyday discourse. Scholars indicate that 

Black/African Americans often conform to heteronormative ideals even though 

heteronormativity reinforces negative stereotypes about Black sexuality (Collins, 2005). 

Furthermore, the same White heteronormativity that portrays Black men as rapists and 

Black women as hypersexual is the same framework that rejects homosexuality and 

silences those who identity as both Black and LGBTQ (Collins, 2005). West and Fury 

both identify as LGBTQ individuals, which may strengthen their condemnation of 

institutions and individuals who support heteronormativity.  

 West and Fury’s read of gospel singer and pastor Kim Burrell is perhaps one of 

the most illustrative examples of the hosts’ critique of heteronormativity and 

homophobia. On December 30, 2016, a video appeared online of Burrell condemning the 

“perverted homosexual spirit and the spirit of delusion and confusion (TrueExclusives, 

2016).” Burrell faced considerable criticism, and she eventually backtracked on her 

controversial statements in a Facebook Live video (TheJasmineBrand, 2016). The singer 

asserted that she never directly mentioned LGBTQ-identified individuals and implied that 

her words were misrepresented (TheJasmineBrand, 2016). Many LGBTQ-identified 

individuals like West and Fury questioned Burrell’s sincerity and proceeded to harangue 

the gospel singer for her homophobic remarks. Fury states regarding Burrell’s statements 

in the Facebook Live video, 
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You knew exactly what you were saying, and you fucking meant that shit! You 
just didn’t expect it to hit the internet and for you to get dragged by it…You’re 
worried about the loss of support and you fucking deserve it because you up on-
stage teaching intolerance… Girl, what? Are you fucking kidding me? First of all, 
you should be lucky, and you’ve worked in the music industry long enough to be 
working alongside gay people, having gay people not have you not out here 
looking like Nikki Parker all the time (West & Fury, 2017h). 
 

In the above quotation, Fury demonstrates that he is unconvinced that Burrell did not 

intend to make homophobic comments. The host notably yells and uses profanity, which 

communicates his exasperation and frustration with individuals like Burrell who 

perpetuate heteronormative ideas at the expense of LGBTQ-identified individuals. Fury 

highlights a pattern that many public figures conform to once they are “dragged” or face 

backlash for their controversial comments. First, the individual makes controversial 

statements. Next, the person faces public criticism and backlash. Finally, the individual 

either apologizes, or in Burrell’s case, backtracks on their assertions and states that their 

comments were misunderstood or misinterpreted. By alerting the audience to this pattern, 

Fury effectively prompts the audience to question Burrell’s sincerity and by extension, 

the sincerity other individuals who try to separate themselves and their careers from their 

damaging discourse.  

Fury also suggests that Burrell recognizes that her comments were homophobic, but 

she only intended them to be heard by her live audience members, who she likely 

perceived as more conservative and accepting of her message. The host indicates this 

when he states that Burrell did not expect the video of her sermon to “hit the internet,” 

meaning she did not expect a broader audience to hear her statements. Fury also 

communicates his frustration through the rhetorical questions, “are you fucking kidding 

me?” and “girl, what?” These questions demonstrate his disbelief with Burrell’s 
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comments and underscores the absurdity of a pastor “teaching intolerance.” Fury suggests 

that a pastor should not “teach intolerance” because Christianity is supposed to encourage 

followers to be Christ-like and offer love and acceptance to those who are most 

vulnerable in society. Instead, Burrell’s heteronormative discourse encourages the 

congregation to regard LGBTQ-identified individuals as “perverse,” which justifies their 

marginalization on moral grounds. Fury’s frustrated response to Burrell’s comments 

invites his audience to sympathize with him as a Black gay male. The audience might 

recognize Fury’s exasperation, which he communicates through his use of profanity, 

shouting, and his employment of rhetorical questions. Consequently, the audience would 

be more likely to question why LGBTQ-identified people like Fury deserve to be 

portrayed as “perverse” and harangued by a pastor who was supposed to encourage 

individuals to be more accepting and Christ-like. 

Additionally, Fury comically compares Burrell to Nikki Parker, who is a character 

from the early 2000s Black sitcom The Parkers. Played by comedian Mo’Nique, Parker 

arguably wears less than flattering sartorial pieces and questionable makeup and hairstyle 

choices. Fury compares Burrell to Parker to provide a comical alternative to how Burrell 

would present without the help of LGBTQ-identified individuals. He suggests that 

Burrell and other straight entertainers would look significantly less polished without 

LGBTQ-identified estheticians and stylists. By referencing the contributions of LGBTQ-

identified makeup artists, clothing stylists, and hairstylists, Fury sheds light on the 

dehumanization of LGBTQ-identified individuals. Like other marginalized people, 

LGBTQ-identified individuals themselves have been disregarded and simultaneously 

exploited for their services. Heterosexually identified entertainers like Burrell use 
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LGBTQ-identified estheticians and stylists to selfishly enrich their own images. 

Likewise, heterosexually identified religious leaders like Burrell use LGBTQ-identified 

individuals to collect more tithes and provide musical entertainment in their churches. 

Meanwhile, their LGBTQ-identified supporters are simultaneously sidelined and 

ridiculed for their sexuality. Fury continues, 

But we’ve talked about this inaccuracy and the hypocrisy behind church homophobia 
for so long, that at this point, if you’re still doing it, it’s because you choose to. I still 
believe in my heart of heart that people, specifically people within the black church, 
know what it’s like to struggle. They know what it’s like to be put aside. They know 
what it’s like to be treated, you know what I’m saying, treated and thrown around like 
shit. So they take the power they can, and the power is shitting on people who they 
feel like because of these couple of words in here [The Bible], it makes me above you 
(West & Fury, 2017h).  
 

It is also notable that Fury uses the phrase “heart of heart” rather than a phrase that 

corresponds with rationality, which signifies the emotional implications of intraracial 

homophobia. Fury implies that intraracial homophobia is most hurtful because 

heterosexual Black/African Americans are also disenfranchised due to their identity and 

factors outside of their control. Yet, many Black/African Americans who identify as 

straight refuse to sympathize with LBGTQ African Americans and therefore continue to 

contribute to their marginalization.  

 Fury also targets the Black church as an institution when he states that people 

“within the Black church” actively choose to be homophobic, and this postulation would 

also prompt The Read listeners to decide whether or not they will choose to be 

homophobic too. Fury implies that LGBTQ-identified people face unwarranted 

disenfranchisement for simply being who they are, and they do not have a choice. On the 

other hand, some heterosexually-identified individuals choose to be homophobic, which 
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helps normalize the dehumanization of those who identify as LGBTQ. Fury’s 

deconstruction of Burrell’s comments forces his audience to decide if they want to 

conform to the heteronormativity that has subjugated and “thrown around” other 

Black/African Americans “like shit,” or if they want to challenge heteronormative ideals 

in order to allow LGBTQ-identified individuals like West and Fury to exist as full human 

beings. By drawing attention to the fact that individual attitudes shape institutions, Fury 

prompts the audience to recognize how widespread and problematic homophobic 

statements are. 

Additionally, West supports Fury’s critiques and addresses the audience directly, 

I’m just gon’ say two things about that. First of all, I know it’s a lot of self-hating 
Black gays who have been defending Kim Burrell’s comments. Black gay men, 
lesbian women, bisexuals, acting like this is fine, and this is no big deal and this 
just how the church is...And I just want y’all to know that it doesn’t have to be 
this way. You can love yourself, and love God, and have a relationship with God. 
You don’t have to hate yourself because the church told you to, girl. So, I just 
want y’all to know that before you get on Facebook thumb-thugging on behalf of 
a bitch who really said all y’all was gon’ die, like before you do that, maybe just 
think about, like it’s possible that you can love yourself and still have a 
relationship with your creator and not have to have this stress of people telling 
you that who you are is inherently wrong (West & Fury, 2017h). 
 

It is significant that West calls out “self-hating” LGBTQ-identified individuals who 

contend that Burrell’s comments are “no big deal.” For an individual to view discourse or 

behavior as “no big deal,” that behavior or discourse would have to be accepted or 

normalized. West implies that any LGBTQ-identified person who would downplay 

Burrell’s homophobic comments would have to be self-hating, which indicates her 

frustration with these individuals. Although West scolds the “self-hating Black gays” and 

accuses them of “thumb-thugging” for Burrell, she still speaks to them with compassion. 

West’s vernacular calls for Black LGTBQ people to love themselves and “have a 
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relationship with God,” which starkly contrasts with Burrell’s homophobic discourse that 

could cultivate feelings of self-loathing among the group. West also refers to them as 

“girl,” an AAVE colloquialism that communicates comradery and familiarity in this 

context. West’s call for self-love among “Black gays” instead of self-hate echoes Collins’ 

(2005) postulation that Black love constitutes an act of rebellion in a society that renders 

Black/African Americans “unlovable.” In the case of LGBTQ-identified individuals, the 

former would be doubly true because self-love can be viewed as rebellious against both 

racism and heteronormativity.  

 West also notably contests the notion that the Black church represents the ultimate 

authority on Christianity. Black churches have been known to endorse heteronormative 

values even though these positions seemingly contradict their antiracist contentions 

(Collins, 2005). Detractors argue that some Black clergy have used The Bible to 

propagate homophobia in the same manner that White religious leaders used The Bible to 

justify racism (Cole & Guy-Sheftall, 2003 as cited in Collins, 2005). West suggests that 

due to the church’s problematic history, the LGBTQ-identified audience should pursue a 

relationship with their creator outside of the Black church and be critical of this 

institution. 

 Moreover, West and Fury’s discussion might prompt the audience to question 

why LGBTQ-identified individuals are unworthy of love and acceptance. West’s 

assertion that Burrell was simply “a bitch who said all y’all was gon’ die” distances 

Burrell from her perceived authority as a pastor and famous gospel singer. This signals 

that the audience should disregard Burrell’s homophobia because she is not a reliable 

source. West does not pay deference to Burrell’s title as a pastor or bishop. West, instead, 
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undermines Burrell’s credibility and effectively discredits Burrell by calling her a “bitch” 

and reiterating Burrell’s hate-filled remarks. This allows the audience to imagine new 

possibilities for their identities and spiritual life. West attempts to show LGBTQ-

identified individuals that “it doesn’t have to be this way,” and they can choose to reject 

the heteronormative values that marginalizes them. Because West undermines Burrell’s 

credibility, the audience is free to interrogate why people with LGBTQ identities are 

prohibited from “having a relationship with God.” This also prompts the audience to 

consider who has the authority to dictate their personal relationships with romantic 

partners and “their creator.” West destabilizes the very concept of heteronormativity 

when she discredits Burrell and those like Burrell who advocate for heteronormativity. In 

other words, West implies that because LGBTQ-identified people cannot trust the 

messenger, the message may also be suspect. 

 Another salient example of the hosts’ deconstruction of heteronormativity is West 

and Fury’s response to comedian Lil’ Duval’s comments regarding trans women. Duval 

appeared on the popular radio show Power 105.1 The Breakfast Club on July 30, 2017. 

When asked how he would react if he learned that one of his sexual partners was 

transgender, Duval responded, “I don’t care. She dying (Hawkins, 2017).” He continued 

and said that if he had sex with a trans woman that he would have been “manipulated,” 

and he would be so angry that he would “probably want to kill them (Hawkins, 2017).” 

Fury and West read Duval for his transphobic remarks. Fury asserts regarding Duval and 

other transphobic cisgender African American men, 

You want to talk about feeling violated? You want to talk about the power of 
choice? Talk to plenty of your exes and baby mamas about how they felt. Ask 
them if they felt violated after giving you some ass only to find out that you have 
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like three other bitches out here that you giving dick to. Find out if they felt 
violated when they decided to, okay yeah, I’ll give you a little bit of something, in 
this king size bed, in your house, only to find out that it’s your parents’ bed (West 
& Fury, 2017f). 
 

Although information about Duval’s personal life is scant, he apparently only has one 

“baby mama” and one child (“Comedian Lil Duval,” 2008). Fury notably refers to 

multiple “baby mamas,” which indicates that his statement is directed to other men as 

well as Duval. Fury’s quote is likely a condemnation of all transphobic cisgender, 

straight, Black/African American men, and the host implies that Duval’s comments 

represent a larger problem within society. Fury uses several examples of “acceptable” 

manipulation in romantic relationships to demonstrate the hypocrisy of heteronormative 

perspectives.  

 Duval contended that he would feel violated or “manipulated” if he engaged in 

sexual intercourse with a trans woman. But, Fury emphasizes that many cisgender, 

heterosexual men like Duval would not hesitate to manipulate their “exes and baby 

mamas” in various ways without consequence or remorse. Fury indicates that many 

African American men would not take issue with leading women to believe that they 

would be monogamous rather than being involved with “like three other bitches” 

simultaneously. He also suggests that these same men would “manipulate” a female 

partner into believing that they have more financial resources than they actually possess. 

Fury also comically notes that these same transphobic, straight, cisgender, African 

American men would lead a woman to believe that they own a king-sized bed or a house, 

when in actuality, they rely on their parents for their bedding and housing. This illustrates 

the hypocrisy of cisgender men like Duval. Straight cis men can “manipulate” cisgender 
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women and “violate” the bare minimum expectations in relationships (e.g. faithfulness, 

respect, financial independence), and these violations are considered acceptable because 

they take place within “normal” heterosexual relationships. But, it is unacceptable for a 

trans woman to protect herself by not disclosing that she is transgender.  

It is noteworthy that Fury exposes the underlying double standard within Duval’s 

assertion that trans women “manipulate” heterosexual men into believing that they are cis 

women. Yet, West makes perhaps an even more important point when she states that,  

Duval said something about that I would be mad because you manipulated me into 
believing this thing…. Maybe you should stop assuming that every fucking body is 
cis. No one is lying to you by existing. It’s your fault if you assume that I’m a cis 
woman because I didn’t tell you that (West & Fury, 2017f). 
 

West highlights that trans people do not “manipulate” anyone into believing that they are 

cisgender. As she implies, people like Duval erroneously assume that people who 

perform their gender in a manner that is consistent with hegemonic ideas about 

femininity are indeed cis women. West’s assertion demonstrates to the audience that 

many people inadvertently endorse heteronormativity. This might prompt the audience to 

reflect on their own ideas about gender and how they may have accepted that people and 

romantic relationships only exist within the narrow framework of two cisgender 

individuals, with one person identifying as a man and one identifying as a woman. By 

pointing out that “nobody is lying to you by existing,” West effectively deconstructs the 

problematic nature of binary gender identifications and heteronormativity. The host also 

takes on the persona of a transgender person when she says, “because I didn’t tell you 

that.” Her use of the pronoun I functions to humanize trans women. West identifies as 

cisgender, so it may be easier for cisgender individuals who accept heteronormative 
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ideals to see West as a full human being. Therefore, by identifying with trans women 

West forces the audience to think of her as a transgender woman, making it more difficult 

for the audience to dismiss and deny a trans woman’s humanity.  

Moreover, West emphasizes how discourse surrounding trans people, specifically 

Black trans women, constructs their reality, 

I need y’all to understand the severity of words. I need y’all to understand the 
severity of what’s happening to trans people. They’re not just out here living a 
great, glorious, unbothered lives and having the same access and opportunity as 
the rest of us. There’s a lot of trans women in sex work because they can’t get no 
other kind of work. Because there is so much discrimination against trans people 
that affects them in every facet of life (West & Fury, 2017f).  
 

It is significant that West uses the phrase “like the rest of us” in reference to the cisgender 

audience members. The podcast audience consists of primarily Black/African Americans 

who have likely experienced racial discrimination and less “access and opportunity” than 

White Americans. Despite this fact, cisgender African Americans still have more 

privilege in a heteronormative society than transgender people. West points out that even 

though many members of the audience are disenfranchised due to their race, if they 

identify as cisgender, they are more privileged and have more freedom than transgender 

individuals. Additionally, by paralleling “the severity of words” with “what’s happening” 

to trans people, the host signals that transphobic words construct a more difficult reality 

for trans people. West implies that transphobic “words” can be directly linked with trans 

women’s limited employment prospects and more discrimination than “the rest of us” 

endure.  

West also deconstructs the discourse that might prompt cisgender Black men to 

react violently toward trans women. She postulates regarding Duval, 
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The reason why you would kill her is because you are so scared of what other cis 
straight asshole men would say if they found out you were with a trans woman. 
You’re worried that it would make you feel like less of a man and your little shitty 
fragile ass masculinity would be all over the place. And people would see you 
differently or call you gay or what other ignorant shit. You’re so worried about 
that backlash that you would kill somebody to avoid it! And you’re saying it like 
it’s a hypothetical, but that really happens all the time. Fifteen or sixteen trans 
women have been murdered this year so far. Almost all of them are Black, and 
almost all of them were murdered by a Black man. So y’all talking about 
hypotheticals and all this, trans women are really out here dying. So it ain’t no 
hypothetical. It ain’t no fun jokey (West & Fury, 2017f). 
 

The host indicates that both transphobia and homophobia are predicated on 

heteronormative values. Because all sexual orientations and gender identifications outside 

of heterosexual and cisgender are considered deviant in heteronormative societies 

(Collins, 2005), a cisgender man and a transgender woman would not be considered a 

normal heterosexual relationship. Those who live within the parameters of 

heteronormative ideals by identifying as heterosexual and/or cisgender are afforded 

privilege and power over those who do not. As West said, Duval is concerned that 

straight cis men would “call him gay” if they found out that he had sex with a transgender 

woman, which would make the comedian feel like “less of a man” and thus jeopardize 

the meager amount of power he has as a straight, cisgender, Black man. African 

American men like Duval may be more susceptible to the draw of masculinity because it 

allows them to possess some power in a society where they are largely disenfranchised 

(Collins, 2005). West implies that maintaining one’s “shitty fragile ass masculinity” has 

become so significant that some Black men would murder a transgender woman just to 

sustain their perceived masculinity.   

 Likewise, West suggests that maintaining heteronormative discourse has become 

more important than the lives of transgender people. Later in the episode, West cries, 
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“how did we get here?,” in reference to Duval’s assertion that he would murder a 

transgender woman. The host indicates that transphobic comments “ain’t no 

hypothetical” or “jokey” because men like Duval actually murder transgender women out 

of fear of what their peers would “say” about their sexuality. By pointing this out, West 

emphasizes the connection between words and actions and how discourse continues to 

shape how people are treated. Essentially, the words of cisgender straight men dictate 

who has the right to live and who must die. Transgender women embody the weakening 

of heteronormativity, which represents the ultimate threat to cis men’s masculinity and 

the deterioration of patriarchal hierarchies. Therefore, the normalization of transphobic 

discourse, and by extension violence against transgender individuals, preserves the power 

of heterosexual cisgender men. Ironically, many individuals would argue that Duval did 

not deserve the backlash he received because he simply talked about murdering a trans 

woman, and he did not actually do it. West, however, indicts every member of the 

audience, and by extension every member of society, who intentionally or inadvertently 

embraces heteronormativity, for the deaths of the “fifteen or sixteen trans women.” West 

rounds out the discussion with the rhetorical question, “how did we get here?” This 

question is a desperate plea that forces the audience to consider why maintaining the 

meaning of intangible and abstract concepts like “masculinity,” “femininity,” 

“heterosexual,” “man,” and “woman,” would be worth the lives of transgender people.  

Both Burrell and Duval suggested that LGBTQ-identified individuals deserved to 

die. West and Fury direct attention to these extreme viewpoints and emphasize the 

connection between discourse and actual events. This would likely prompt even the most 

socially unconscious person to question why anyone would advocate to maintain 
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hegemonic ideas about sexuality and gender. Consequently, the homophobic and 

transphobic discourse that the audience once saw as mundane and normal would be 

exposed as violent and dangerous. By deconstructing heteronormativity, West and Fury 

illustrate that the audience has a moral responsibility to challenge heteronormativity, or 

they would be complicit in the structures that rob LGTBQ individuals of their humanity 

and in some cases, their lives. 

In addition to the above examples, West and Fury deconstruct heteronormativity 

on other occasions. Fury criticizes rapper Nicki Minaj, who has a large LGBTQ-

identified fan base, for failing to publicly address the 2016 Orlando Nightclub shooting 

that took place at a gay club (West & Fury, 2017g). Fury highlights that Minaj accepts 

support from her LGBTQ-identified fans but would not reciprocate the support when they 

were targeted because of their sexuality. He effectively underscores that many 

heterosexual individuals like Minaj, and Burrell as discussed earlier, only value LGBTQ-

identified individuals based on what they provide and not for who they are as people. 

Likewise, West and Fury responded to a Listener Letter from a Black gay male whose 

aunt expressed her concern that his partner was HIV positive and refused to listen to 

sound science about the virus (West & Fury, 2017a). Even though the listener assured his 

aunt that he was on PrEp, only engaged in protected sex with his partner, and his partner 

was undetectable, his aunt accepted and reinforced the stigma associated with gay men 

and HIV/AIDS. West says that “straight people are having way riskier sex than this every 

day, but your aunt probably thinks of this as a gay thing instead of a people thing” (West 

& Fury, 2017a). West suggests that the listener’s aunt is especially concerned about her 

nephew contracting HIV/AIDS because he is gay despite scientific advancements over 
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the past decade. Her postulation that the aunt thought of HIV as a “gay thing” rather than 

a “people thing” implies that West thinks the listener’s aunt would react differently if her 

nephew was heterosexual. West notably juxtaposes “gay people” with “people.” 

Including the word “gay” as a qualifier, West signals to the audience that sex between 

LGBTQ-identified people is unduly considered deviant and “riskier” under all conditions. 

By highlighting this reality, West challenges the audience to recognize the stigma that 

LGBTQ-identified individuals face and the danger in casting some sexualities as deviant. 

West and Fury ultimately recognize that all people, including heterosexually identified 

Black women and LGBTQ-identified individuals, must be empowered in order to 

dismantle social hierarchies. 

By illuminating Black women’s lived experiences at the intersection of race and 

gender, interrogating patriarchy in heterosexual relationships, and deconstructing 

heteronormativity to liberate LGBTQ-identified individuals, West and Fury disrupt social 

hierarchies and invite their audience to question hegemonic structures. The hosts 

frequently make the connection between discourse and actions to illustrate that words can 

construct a more difficult and dangerous reality for marginalized people. West and Fury’s 

didactic Black feminist messages juxtapose hegemonic discourse and might contribute to 

the creation and cultivation of a more conscious audience. The Read might also represent 

a contemporary channel for Black liberation as the hosts’ use of emancipatory racial 

humor and vernacular discourse may engage a new generation of activists. Therefore, an 

exploration of audience reactions to West and Fury’s Black feminist discourse and the 

implications of using social media platforms to promote social justice is warranted. 
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CHAPTER 4: IMPLICATIONS AND CONCLUSION 

4.1. Implications 

The purpose of this study was to explore how West and Fury discuss Black 

feminism on The Read. The vast majority of audience responses were consonant with the 

hosts’ assertions about Black women’s lived experience at the intersection of race and 

gender, their interrogation of patriarchy within Black heterosexual relationships, and their 

deconstruction of heteronormativity. This suggests that West and Fury’s use of 

emancipatory racial humor and vernacular discourse helps The Read function as both 

cultural and political spaces. 

4.1.1. Black women’s lived experiences at the intersection of race and gender. To 

begin, the majority of audience members supported West and Fury’s discourse regarding 

Black women’s lived experience at the intersection of race and gender. Most listeners 

agreed that Black/African American women endure distinct everyday stressors, 

particularly in dominant spaces where they may be most disempowered. Some audience 

members posited that The Read constitutes a virtual safe space for Black/African 

American women. For example, one Twitter user said, “@ThisistheRead thank you for 

making my black girl magic withstand a male dominated work space! I’m the only black 

female welder in my weld shop, and I look forward to laughing out loud every Friday 

with y’all (OhSheelia, 2018).” It was significant that the listener highlighted her 

positionality as “the only black female welder” at her workplace, which indicated that she 

recognizes the power dynamics of being a Black woman in a male dominated industry. 

The listener also emphasized that she has to “withstand” her workplace, implying that she 

encounters more stress, frustration, and silencing than her counterparts. She might be 
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tempted to seek other employment opportunities or avoid the workforce altogether in an 

effort to retreat from the disempowerment or discomfort she may encounter as the only 

“black female welder” at her shop. But, the listener is able to “withstand” her job by 

engaging in “strategies of everyday resistance,” such as listening to The Read. Strategies 

of everyday resistance are significant because they contribute to group survival and 

subtly work to dismantle oppressive institutions (Collins, 2000). The audience member 

credits “laughing out loud” with West and Fury for helping her endure a male dominated 

workplace. This suggests that West and Fury’s use of humor engages the audience and 

helps the listeners navigate and survive in dominant spaces. 

Another audience member took to Facebook to validate West’s perspective on 

being a Black/African American woman who often navigates uncomfortable interactions 

with members of the dominant society. The listener stated, “can't wait to see in the news. 

Crissle was tired of the dumb shit and open up a successful CrossFit Gym for Black 

Women in 2017 now opening in major cites (Solasta, 2017).” The audience member said 

that she “can’t wait” for West to create a space for Black women to exercise without 

having distressing exchanges with members of the dominant society. This suggested that 

the listener related to West’s frustration with “the dumb shit,” and West’s desire to 

exercise without having her race or gender unnecessarily spotlighted. The audience 

member also endorsed the need for a CrossFit gym specifically for Black women when 

she stated that West’s hypothetical gym would be “successful” and would expand to 

“major cities.” The previous examples demonstrate that many audience members support 

West and Fury’s perspective on Black/African American women’s lived experiences at 

the intersection of race and gender. 
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While most audience members agreed with West and Fury’s discourse, others 

contended that some of their rhetoric about Black women’s lived experience was too 

insular. One audience member commented on The Read’s Facebook page and criticized 

West’s McEnroe “read” and stated that, “we need to focus on the fact that they [male 

tennis players like McEnroe] do not acknowledge the women's tennis game from the start 

(Thompson, 2017).” This listener suggested that West erroneously limited her analysis to 

the subjugation of a Black female tennis player, Serena Williams, and failed to 

acknowledge that women’s tennis is not as highly regarded as male tennis in general. She 

implied that West failed to address the broader issue, which was the marginalization of 

all female tennis players, and not just Black/African American female tennis players. 

This example represented many of the dissonant responses to West and Fury’s discourse 

that illuminated Black women’s unique experiences. The discordant audience responses 

notably advocated that West and Fury shift their focus to other marginalized individuals. 

This tactic is often used to distract from issues that impact Black/African American 

women specifically. 

4.1.2. Interrogation of patriarchy within Black heterosexual relationships. Next, 

audience members overwhelmingly supported West and Fury’s interrogation of 

patriarchy within Black heterosexual relationships. Many listeners supported the notion 

that Black women should resist the down ass chick archetype and reclaim their power in 

romantic relationships with Black men. For example, one Facebook user said regarding 

Tiny and Tip Harris, “great episode... Soooo glad y'all finally said what I've been saying, 

that before T.I there was T.I.N.Y and she was and still is cashing checks (Terry, 2017)!!” 

The audience member was “so glad” that West and Fury mentioned that “before T.I there 
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was T.I.N.Y,” which indicated that she agreed with the hosts. The listener’s assertion 

emphasized that Harris was famous “before” she met her husband, and it also 

underscored that Harris was a full human being “before” she became a wife. In other 

words, the audience member implied that Harris’ value as a person and her monetary 

value were constituted outside of her marriage to Tip. The postulation that a Black 

woman’s value does not pivot on her relationship status violates the down ass chick 

trope.  

Furthermore, the audience member used two exclamation points to express her 

excitement that Harris was financially successful before she married Tip. Her emphasis 

on Harris’ economic status prior to meeting her husband indicated that the listener 

believed that Black women are capable of securing their own financial means outside of 

romantic relationships, thus they do not have to tolerate insolence from male partners in 

exchange for financial support unless they so choose. This assertion supports West and 

Fury’s argument that Black men should not use financial means to justify insolence in 

heterosexual relationships, especially if their Black female partners were economically 

independent before they met them.  

Many audience members also expressed their support for the hosts’ Black 

feminist discourse during the Listener Letter segment of the podcast. West and Fury 

responded to a Listener Letter where a Black man asked the hosts for advice on how to 

encourage his partner to dress up more and stop dressing casually like a “kid (West & 

Fury, 2018).” The letter writer asked West and Fury if it was acceptable to end the 

relationship if his partner refused to conform to his standards. The hosts harangued the 

listener for being critical of his partner’s sartorial choices. One Black female audience 
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member took to Facebook and responded to the Listener Letter, “guys won't marry you 

because you wear jeans and t shirts? Dude and his sister are both weirdos. It's one thing 

to encourage your lady to care about her appearance, but it's another thing to make her 

comfortable state of being into something so negative and degrading. Their mentality is 

gross and how they choose to address that lady is equally gross. I hope she hears this and 

knows exactly what type of family that she is marrying into before she makes this life 

long commitment because I guarantee it won't stop at her appearance (Morris, 2018).” 

The audience member posed the rhetorical question, “guys won’t marry you because you 

wear jeans and t shirts” to express her disgust and disbelief about the letter. She was 

critical of the letter writer because he expected his Black female partner to sacrifice her 

comfortability and wear makeup and clothing that her partner found more appealing. The 

listener astutely emphasized that the letter writer’s attempt to control his partner “won’t 

stop at her appearance,” implying that his criticism will undoubtedly extend to other areas 

of his partner’s life because he ultimately wants his partner to conform to gender 

hierarchies and pay deference to him. The audience member noted that the letter writer’s 

mentality was “gross” and accused him of being “degrading,” emphasizing her 

disagreement with patriarchal standards within Black heterosexual relationships. The 

listener’s response supported West and Fury’s contention that Black women should have 

agency in romantic relationships rather than submitting to “degrading” and disrespectful 

male partners. 

4.1.3. Deconstructing heteronormativity. Most audience members supported West 

and Fury’s deconstruction of heteronormativity. For example, one listener tweeted the 

podcast and stated that she was, “tired of gay relationships being seen as R-rated just 
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because it's two men or two women. Smh (RageOnThePage, 2016).” The audience 

member’s feedback coincided with West and Fury’s assertion that those who support 

hegemonic ideas about sexuality hold LGBTQ relationships to different standards than 

heterosexual relationships between two cisgender people. The listener said that she was 

“tired” of this narrow idea about romantic relationships and rejected the notion that “gay 

relationships” were inherently more risqué. The audience member mirrored West and 

Fury’s postulation that perpetuating a distinction between straight and LGBTQ 

relationships can contribute to violence against those who do not identify as both 

heterosexual and cisgender on the basis that their relationships are fundamentally 

perverse or deviant. 

Moreover, most audience responses supported West and Fury’s assertion that 

people should not assume that everyone is cisgender and heterosexual. As an example, 

West and Fury discussed a Listener Letter where the letter writer informed the hosts that 

she had been dating a man for over a year, he had never stayed with her overnight, and 

she was concerned because they sparingly engaged in sexual intercourse due her partner’s 

lack of interest in sex. West and Fury suggested that the letter writer’s partner may be 

married or have an embarrassing medical condition that would make him want to avoid 

staying with her overnight. Several listeners tweeted the hosts and suggested that the 

letter writer’s partner may be asexual. One listener said, “someone might have 

memtioned [sic] it but the man from the dick-deprived-woman letter might be asexual. 

He might be into women romantically and want to date them but sex doesn’t do anything 

for him (LukeElliotS, 2018).” The listener separated romantic feelings from sexual 

attraction by highlighting that the letter writer’s partner may be “into women 
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romantically” but “not interested” in sex. This is significant because hegemonic ideas 

about sexuality tend to conflate romantic feelings and sexual attraction. Furthermore, 

heteronormative ideas perpetuate the idea that cisgender heterosexual men have higher 

sex drives than women and are often more interested in sex than their female partners. 

Therefore, the listener’s suggestion that the cisgender man may be asexual deconstructs 

heteronormative assumptions. 

 In contrast, few audience responses reinforced hegemonic ideas about sexuality. 

For example, one listener said regarding West and Fury’s discussion of transgender 

individuals, “loved the show but I still dont get the Trasngender [sic] and Transracial 

argument. All of this shit is giving me a headache. Why cant people just be themselves 

and keep us out of it? Geesh (Young, 2017).” On the surface, this listener response 

appears to be in support of transgender individuals “being themselves.” However, closer 

examination reveals that the listener is resistant to unsettling heteronormative hierarchies. 

The audience member prefaced her comment with “loved the show” to mitigate the 

impact of the latter part of her statement, which one might perceive as critical or 

dismissive of West and Fury’s discourse that challenges heteronormative perspectives. 

By prefacing her critical statement with a compliment, the audience member insinuated 

that she recognizes that her statement would juxtapose West and Fury’s discourse about 

transgender identity. Otherwise, the audience member would have simply launched into 

her critique.  

Instead, the listener implied that West and Fury’s didactic messages require too 

much analysis because she “doesn’t get the transgender” discussion. The “transgender 

argument” made the listener so uncomfortable that it gave her a “headache.” These 
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statements denote that she is unwilling to deconstruct heteronormative values herself 

because she thinks that they do not affect her. In other words, the people who are most 

affected by heteronormativity (e.g. lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgender individuals) 

should interrogate these ideas themselves and “keep the rest of us out of it.” This implied 

that the listener disagreed with West and Fury’s assertion that every person must 

challenge heteronormativity in order to create a safer and more just society for LGBTQ-

identified individuals. Ultimately, this listener represents the few audience members who 

are uninterested in deconstructing heteronormativity but “love the show” anyway. This 

example demonstrated that although West and Fury use didactic Black feminist messages 

to challenge hegemonic beliefs about sexuality, some listeners might refuse to engage 

with these issues, especially if the audience member believes the issues do not directly 

impact them.  

4.2. Conclusion 

The vast majority of audience responses were in support of West and Fury’s 

Black feminist discourse, which suggests that their rhetoric is effective. The audience 

responses suggest that The Read constitutes an unconventional yet significant form of 

political activism. Collins (2000) encouraged scholars to think beyond narrow definitions 

of activism that only include demonstrations, unions, and other structured political 

activity. Instead, she asserted that Black female activism also takes form when 

Black/African American women harness “spheres of influence, authority, and power, that 

produced a worldview markedly different from that advanced by the dominant group 

(Collins, 2000, p. 210)”. Correspondingly, West and Fury’s Black feminist discourse on 

The Read represents a powerful form of activism because the hosts have cultivated a 
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“sphere of influence” that alerts the audience to oppressive discourse and social structures 

that acutely impact heterosexually identified Black women and LGBTQ-identified 

individuals. Fury also adds a new dimension about who can be considered a Black 

feminist activist. Fury, a Black gay male, acts as an ally to West, and by extension other 

Black women, because he fortifies a platform that disrupts social hierarchies and 

empowers Black women. 

Finally, because The Read exists at the intersection of activism and entertainment, 

the podcast represents a growing phenomenon where some social media platforms have 

become more palatable vehicles for didacticism. West and Fury illuminate Black 

women’s lived experiences at the intersection of race and gender, interrogate patriarchy 

in Black heterosexual relationships, and deconstruct heteronormativity in a manner that is 

accessible, candid, and comedic. Similar to Rossing’s (2016) findings, West and Fury 

employ emancipatory racial humor to challenge assumptions about race, but the hosts 

also use comedy to disrupt racial, gender, and heteronormative social hierarchies. West 

craftily humored the audience when she referred to John McEnroe as “girl” and scolded 

Cam Newton’s “Black ass (West & Fury, 2017a; West & Fury, 2017c).” Fury comically 

likened Kim Burrell to Nikki Parker and accused transphobic cisgender adult 

Black/African American men of lacking financial means and resorting to having sex in 

their “parents’ beds (West & Fury, 2017h; West & Fury, 2017f).” Likewise, the hosts 

would likely be less successful if they did not employ vernacular discourse. These 

examples and the majority of the audience responses illustrate how the hosts use humor 

and vernacular discourse to unsettle dominant perspectives and liberate their 

predominantly Black millennial audience. Brown (2017) succinctly summarized The 
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Read’s cultural and political impact when he stated, “not only has this podcast made me a 

lot more socially aware, but it has gotten me through a lot of bad times. You won’t just 

find something entertaining when you choose to listen to The Read; you won’t just find a 

good laugh, or nod your head knowingly at an amazing statement made by one of the 

two. When you choose to subscribe to The Read and their weekly nonsense, you will be 

finding a pair of friends that can relate to you in a way that nobody else around you 

probably could. You’ll be finding a pair of people who you won’t be able to go a week 

without (para. 8).” Social media platforms like The Read provide scholars with an 

exceptional opportunity to explore unconventional modes of activism, and future research 

should examine how these platforms use humor and vernacular discourses to spread 

political messages beyond Black feminism. 
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